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PREFACE

Franklin College's self-evaluation actually'began

in 1972 with the preparation of materials for the

Delaware Department of EdACiation. Since that time;

it has been an on-going effort which has involved every

faculty member and a major-portion of the students at

Franklin College as well. The Self-Study Committee,

appointed by the President, developed the Sub - Committees

and appointed Chairmen. The Sub-Committee thbmselves

selected additional members from the College community
- ,

to assist, in the repoxt's preparation. Additional

members were selected on the basis of their interest

and ability in the area.'to be studied.

The Individual chapters of the self-evaluation

report were written by the Chairman and members of the

Sub-Committees involved. Except for minor style editing

by the Chairman of the Self-Study Committee, each

chapter has been kept basically intact and reflects hot

only the finding4 of Sub-Committee members themse

1,but also the findings-of the entire Self-Study Co ittee

and the institution as a whole. It is felt that t1ie

foregoing proceedure has resulted in an accurate account

of Franklin College, its philosophy, educational programs,

and aspirations for the future.

a
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CHAPTER I

PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES

+V` 4_;

Franklin College and Institute for European Studies

represents in the world of education the extension e5f a

political idea reaching back two centuries. In the

early days of the American republic, men of vision like

Benjamin Franklin were fostering a foreign policy by

forging strong links to Europey'often working in face

of isolationist opposition. Through the nineteenth

century and down to the present, as a legacy of

.Franklin's work, .the,close Land which has united the

United States to Europe remains the cornerstone on

whiCh the h ritage and values of Western Civilization

stand.

Today, in a rapidly changing world, the need to

recognize and strengthen such common bonds is as strong

as ever. The communications revolution couple with

global ideological and economic divisions argue for a

community of interests and responsibility on both

sides of the Atlantic. At a time when Europe is under-

going vast economic, political and social changes, with

repercussions reaching all continents, the case for an

informed assessment becomes all the more imperative.

It is therefore,the task of-Tiranklin College to spark

interest in and concern for the contemporary scene in

Europe so that American college age students, living

and working witl an international faculty, can make

personal judgements -on the political, social, economic
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and cultural issues, which affect them.
.

Accordingly, the purposes of Franklin College are to

provide:

1. ,A two-year liberal arts program with offerings
focused on theTuropean and. Mediterranean context.
Leading 6.1wards an Associate in Arts degree,
courses are designed to meet transfer and admisdio4
requirements of U.S. colleges and universities.

2. An international faculty body selected with pre-
ference from among European and Mediterranean
countries. They are appointed on the basis of
their academic competence, their practical know-
ledge of specific' European countries, their ability
to teach in English and to use personalized teaching
methods of dialogue and discussion. They are further
chosen in terms of their abilityNto relate easily
with students in the many extracurricular activities,
which form an integral part of the Franklin experience.

3. A two-week academic travel program each semester.
Under faculty leadership, students travel in small
groups, following an itinerary of scheduled events, Wfiich
complements material covered in the classroom.
This learning-through-seeing constitutes an
essential part of Franklin's educational process.

4. A special direction tor-the student's social and
cultural life. An intensive extracurricular program
makes fullest use of the college's central location
in Europe.

5. A residence arrangement which encourages maximum
exposure to the day-to-day realities of the local °

Swiss-Italian community. The college assists
students in finding appropriate housing and acts. as
intermediary between studpnts and landlords througp-
out the academic year.

To implement the above stated purposes, Franklin

College dedicates itself to the following' objectives:

1. To assist each student. in achieving a humanistic

2
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education which is open to the multiple'expressions
of the human intellect,'partiCularly in their
European and Mediterranean contexts.

2. To further the growth of the.student through immer-
sion in a totally different social and cultural
environment. Studying, travelling and living with
an international' faculty, and student body, located
at a great distance from home, the student's culture
shook is'channelled into a constructive questioning
and development of is persona/ and national identity.

3. To equip the student with solid tool; 'cif inquiry and
judgement allowing him to make his own meaningful
contribution to contemporary society.

4. To instill an awareness of and commitment to the

international dimension of hutan ex2stence. To

foster a cultural sensitivity, enabling the student
to understand people from different national cultures
and helping him to live responsibly as a world citizen.

These are the hallmatks of,the Franklin liberal arts
0

program and the catapult -toward fulfilling our mission -

the education of a new kind of international citizen for

the last quarter' of the 20th obntury.

3
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INTRODUCTION

4

CHAPTER II-

ACADEMIC PROGRAM

The educational' offerings of F kin College must

be understood in terms of the institution's location in

the heart of Europe. Located just south-of the Alps,

Lugano offers easy access to the three major geographi-

cal and cultural areas around which the College curri-

cular and travel offerings revolve:

1) The North-West: in the direction of Germany,
Belgium, England and France, focal point of
current moves towards European Integration.

4

2) Tpe North-East: in the direction of Czechoslovakia;
Austria, Hungary and the U.S.S.R., an area tradi-
tionally divped between Europe and Asia.

3) The South and South West: in the direction of
Italy, Tunisia, Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey,, the
entire Mediterranean basin, with its European,
Balkan and Arab components.

The geographic location of the College places it

'its an ideal position for the study of the historical,

cultural, and contemporary development of all aspects

/ of European and Mediterranean Civilization.

CURRICULUM

The College's curriculum represents apool of

academic resources from which the specific programs

draw their courses and requirements. The College's

objective of providing a "humanistic education" is

reflected in a balanced curriculum which lays equal

emphasig(on five areas of studies in the departments

`,

4
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of Social Sciences, Civilization, Languages, Literature,

and Art. In the area of Mathematics and Sciences,

token offerings are provided. The College has con-

centrated in the fields which offer a natural bridge to

the institution's multi-cultural environment:` From a

financial point of vino, it is believed to be wiser not
)

to enter the field of S ience, with its innate needs
. .

for sophisticated and ostly laboratory equipment. The

cm6token fferings in Mat atics and Science consist

....timain of tutorial courses provided at extra cost.

These tutorials are designed according to the individual

needs of the student who frequently is taking them to

meet specific transfer requirements.

The follgwJ.ngeenrollment statistics show that

students normally spread their course registra ions.
.a evenly over the, five major ardas of study wh comprise

the curriculum.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT PER AREA OF STUDY .

'1970-71 1971-72 1372-73 1973 -74

Social-Science, 18% 18% 22% 23%

Civilization 24% 20% 19% 18%

Language 20% 23% 20% 19%

Literature 18% 11% . 13% 17%

Art 20% 28% 26%. 23%

DEPARTMENTS

The Social Science Department

One of the objectives of the College is to instill

an understanding and appreciation of political and econo

mic realities of the international gommunity in order

that students may become more effective world citizens

5
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in their later careers ". Obviously, the immediatp;realiz-
..

ation of this gOal depends on the strengths of the
1

Social Science program.

In addition to basic and introductory courses,. in

political science, sociology, and economics, which have

constituted the.ackbOne of the social science prOgram

since the first year:of operation, an extensive curricu-

lum of more advance4%and specialized courses has been

developed. The princigidelines for this grOWth

haVe been, on the one hand, to meet thetransfer needs

of'potential social science majors in solid core courses
N.

in the various areas, and, on the other hand, to offer

' courses that ,maximize the advantages of the students'

physical presence in Europe. Hence, there has been an

obvious emphasis on International and European political

and economic studies courses on international politics,

international economics, European integration, comparative

European politics, comparative economic systems, eto.)

These areas, also harmonize very well withthe acade

travel program and brefit most from it-is The exchange

program with Claremont Men's College and the subsequent

influx of sophomores_ and juniors with good, backgrounds

in economics and political science have encouraged the

development of more advanced-level courses, from which

regularly enrolled students equally benefit. -

Notiithstanding the institution's recent shift

from a phase of!rapid expansion to one of consolidation,
_."--

the College can still boast a social science program_

with a generally st ong foundation, well-balanced, and

weal-adapted to the special needs and interests of all

Ii
4,
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students. Present weaknesses in the social science area

are manifested in the temporary lack of course offerings

in the areas of psychology and anthropology. The

faculty itself-is continuously consideringimprovement's

in the durriculum:.new courses that should or could be

offered, old courses that should be re-organized, or
s

general re- structuring to make better use ca'available

faculty resources. Department members feel that ttley

have not taken full advantage of the opportunities

available lor organiiing inter-disciplinary courses

and short-distance, course-related travel possibilities,

but several initiatives are presently being developed

in this direction. In the latter case, a major

obstacle has been the weakness of the dollar and the

resultant student sensitivity to the expense of extra

travel.

When the economic situation permits Franklin to

move again from the presdnt policy of stabiliz- ation and

consolidation to one of gradual and planned growth,

priorities will be established for expansion into areas

such as comparative urban.and rufal studies, public

finance, Soviet affairs, and mare_inter-disciplinary

studies in geneal. Students have expressed a specific

desire to have more courses dealing with Switzerland,

to order to understand better the history and political

life of their host country. The Business Studips area

which,due in part to the nature of the student body

(many Franklin parent5. are engaged in business) and the

location (Lugano is an important financial center) hap

been very successfu]. It should be expanded,in the future

and)established as an independent program. The College

O
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is.dlso:cpnsidering the elaboratioeof a special program

for students frog the Middle East with g4ecial interests

in the field,of business studies.

While the number of courses has doubled during
D.

four years of operation, average.class enr011vent has

remained 'relatively constant as indicated by the :following.

, chart.

A
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Poi: Phil..
Pol. Soi.
Int. Rel.

Economics

.4
Business

Sociology
(incl. Soc.
Anthrop.)

Psychology

Ecology

MassMedia
Film

Totals

SOCIAL: Sc IENCE ENROLLMEN't

Academic 'Total. No. of Average No. of
Yeai Enrolled Sem. Courses Students per course

70-71..

71-72
72-73
73 -74

59
52

85
117

70-71 42

71-72 47
72-73 53

. 73-74 46

70-71
71-72

N. .

8

72- 3 24

73-74 / 20

1-

70-71 33

71-72 61
72-73 54

'73-74 63

70-71
71,72
72 -73 28
73-74

70-71
71 -72 6

72-73 35

73-74

70-71 5

71-72 11
72-73 42

73-74 33

70-71 '139
71-72 185
72-73 321
73 -74 288

9

14

r

4 14.7
4 13

6 14.1
13 9

6

6

6

6

2

3

7

7.8
8.6
7.6,

8

12
9.6

2 16.5
3 20.3
3 18
2 31.5

2 14

6

17.5

f- 5

2 5.5
3- 14

4 8.25

13 10.6
17 10.8
24 13.3
28 10.2



The Civilzaticin Department..

Whereat the Social Science Department is;'by

nature, more geared to contemporary-international con-

cerns, the Civilization Department sees its task mostly

as an effort to deepen a student's understariding of the

historical context of the Euro-Mediterranean world.

With the possible exception of the Philosophy courses,

most civilization courses offer ideal links with the

academic travel'program,

Emphasis within the Depairtment has been on survey

courses (Europe, Mediterranan, Russian, Islamic,

Civilizations, and Philosophy - political, metaphysical,

religious). Apart from these, courses are occasionally

offered which consider individual countries in depth,

e.g., Germany, Italy, France, Switzerland, or more

'specialized fields, e.g., Existentialism, 19th Century

Europe, Mysticism.

The educational advantage of teaching such courses

lies in the geographic proximity in which they are given.

This is heightened by the fact that members qf the

Department all haVe'EuroPean or Mediterranean backgrounds.

It is this personal dimension which helps members'of the

Department to transcend the formal strictures of class-

room teaching and meet student on an informal, yet

instructive basis, -outside the classroom, while travel-

ing or at home.

Weaknesses in the Depaitment have been identified.

More inter-disciplinary co-operation is definitely needed.

It should be the special role of the Civilization Depart-

ment to draw upon and integrate other disciplines. While

- 10 -



the Department has done this to some degree (e.g.,

History of the Italian Renaissance in conjunction with

Italian Art, and African Seminar in conjunction with

African Literature), it has not explored many of the

possibilities of other inter-disciplinary co-ordination.

Specialized cburses could be offered, for example, in

Social Ethics, where questions such as 'starvation, over-
.

population, political corruption and, war, could be

discussed in xonjunction with the Departments of

Economics and Political Science. The Philosophy program

has been confined to only a survey course and should be

expanded to meet the interest of a broader range of

students.

Consequently, the following recommendations have

been received from individual members within the Depart-

ment.

1) That the present Medieval and Renaissance Europe
and Europe from-the Reformation to the French_
Revolution be made into a wider survey course
which would cover early Europe up to the Refor-
mation in the first semester, and from the
ReformatiOn up to 1945 in -he second semester.
The reason given is -that surve courses have
always been popular at the Coll geand need is

yfeltfor a course devOted'to a g neral history
of Europe.

2) That, in addition to the above s,u vey course, four
specialized Courses be offered-k possibly in alter-
nate years, in Medieval Europe, Renaissance Europe,
19th Century Europe, 20th Century Europe. There
is need to balance the survey course and draw
upon other departments, e.g. the Art Department
in conjunction with the RenatOance course.

3) That a course be introdUced on the Middle East in

. World Affairs. Growing interest in the Middle
East and the availability of an Egyptian professor

16
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to teach such a course, linked with the expected
growing numbers of students frog that part of the
world in our student body, make the inclusion of
such a course advisable.'

The folr6wing chartt'indicateS enrollment statistics

for courses in the Civilization Department and tends to

confirm the naed for adding the additional courses

mentioned above.

- 12
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Philosophy

Civilization
4

Religion

Totals

CIVILIZATION ENROLLMENT

'Average No. of
Students per course

16

23.5
18
16.5

Academic
Year

70-71
71-72
72-73
73-74

Total
Enrolled

32
47
54
33

No. of
Sem. Courses

2

2

3

2

70-71 130 6 21.6

71-72 128 9 14.2

72-73 184 13 14.1

73-74 "T:74 10 17.4

70-71 24 2 12

71-72 29 2 14.5

72-73 27 2 13.5

73-74 13 2 6.5

70-71 186 10 18.6

71-72 204 13 15.6

72-73 265 18 14.7

73-74 220 14 15.7

13

tt
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The Language,Deartment

An international program such as Franklin's re=-

Tlires solid emphasis on languages. French, German and

Italian are presently being taught at the College.

They'provide-the.basic toots fot understanding and

communicating in the tri-lingual area of Lugano. The

various academic and weekend fi'eld tripa.extend -practical

usage of the languages taught t1-1,7class rdom. yhtil

the 1972-73 acadeMic year, stlid s were required to take

one language. This led tofrequent cases of lack of

motivation on the part of students and dissatisfaCtion

on the part of the language instructors, This policy

was subsequently changed. Fortunately, the following .

statistics show that the abolition of the language-

quirement did not lead to a major drop in language
o-

course enrollments. In 1974, Literature and Languages

were placed in the same area for the A.A. degree

requirement. This latter decision gave increased

importance to the Language Department.

The major strength of the Department lies in its

policy of recruiting language teachers from the native

country. The German teacher comes frot Berlin, the

Italian teacher from Florence, and the French teacher

from Paris. All of them have been teaching for a Long

period of time, not only students from their own

countries, but also American students. d'hese teachers

have maintained strong relationships in their native

countries which facilitate and enhance academic trips

and cultural weekend'excursions. Being familiar with

one of the three languages spoken in Lugano, will con-

siderably help any American student towards integration

14
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in the local community.

The.major weakness encountered in language courses

is often a disconcerting low level of preparation,

either in the backgroundOf a given language or in the

fundamentals of English. )Without any doubt, the

creation of a Fregfiman English course would be a posi.

tive addition to the Franklin curriculum. Another

weakness is the reluctance of some students to make \

the necessary effort to mingle with the local community.

This year, many efforts are being made by the College

to remedy this situation. Meetings aimed at gathering

students from the two communities are taking place

through the sponsoring of cross-cultural films, sports,

joint language courses, and various other social

activities. The Language Department would like to

encourage more students to stay in Europe Over the
S.

summer months to practice their languages. The Depart-

ment also feels that possibilities ought tb be explored

to have students spend vacations with native fthnilies

in selected European countries.
P

JJ

The following statistical information re a Yng

enrollment in this.Department shows that the fOurth

language, Spanish, which was offered during the first

three years of operation was cancelled due to in-

sufficient student interest: The sudden drop and sub-

sequent increase of enrollment in Italian, for the

academic,year 1973-74, was due to poor teaching offered

by the instructor replacing Dr. Vera Bi.ni during that

year. Dr. Bini has since returned to the College.

15
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It Is important to note that the number of courses,,

referred to on the chart do not reflect the number of

different sections which are frequently organited under

one given course heading. Italian I and German I often

require three sections to accommodate students in

reasonably small classes. This is in keepin ith the

institution's desire to provide small classS and a

personalized teaching experience.

16
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LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT
1

Italian

Academic
Year

70-71
71-72
72-73,
73-74

Total
Enrolled

72
1G6
123
76

No. of
Sem. Courses

6

9
7

6

ti
Average No.
Students per

12
11.7
17.5
12.6

of
course

French. 70-71 67 8 8.3 -
71-7Z 91\ 10 9.1
72-73 97 9 210.7

73-74 72 8 9

German 70 -71. --- .9 2 4.5

71-72 20 4 5

72-73 53 4 143.2

73-74 82 6 13.6

,Spanish 70-71 6 4 1.5

7-4.-72 21 5 4.2

72-73 12 3 4

73-74 - -

Totals 70-71 154 20 7.7

71-72 238 - 28 8.5

72-73 285 20 14.2

73-74 230 20 11.5

17 -
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The 4,terature Department

In accordance with the College's stated concern

for the contemporary scene in Europe, over half of the

offerings in the Literature Department are devoted to

writing in continental European countries, and nearly

all of these focus on the,pth century. Virtually all

courses concentrate on "the writing itself" as opposed

to surveys or other secondary material. Since the

founding of the College, the'offerings in literature have

increased from six to eighteen semester courses, and the '

staff has been enlarged from on full- and, one part-time

instructor to two full and three-part-time instructors.

At its present size, t4e,Department is comfortably able

to accommodate the students',demands for literature

courses and presently plans no further expansion with-
.

in the present enrollment situation.

With five faculty members in the Department, a wide'

variety of age, specialities, and teaching approaches

are represented. Because of the heavy concentration on

modern European literature, members of the staff have._

consulted very closely to avoid duplication of works

studied in our courses; this consultation has afforded

each Member an O'verview of the whole literature program

and awareness of what is going on in other courses.

Offerings also indicate an innovative spirit and willing-

neSs to respond to the cultural interests of tnapresent-

day student.

The recent addition of the first litdrature corre-

lated traiyel program to pales and. England, with a strong

program of visits with poets, authors and playwrights,

- 18
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1
hasgreatly'strengthened the Department. A great

deal more-could be done in the area of shorter excursions

'add weekend travel. Within the Department there is good

co- operation on such extra-curricular projects as the

literary magazine, poetry readings, and drama presentations.

Need is seen for more, self -study and policy dis'-

cussion within the Department, specifically on such

pressing subjects as the question of "Basic English"

and the distribution of funds for library acquisitions

now that litetature offerihgs are sotewhatstabilized.

It is felt that the' Department could become more closely

related to other departments' courses through a greater

inter-departmental effort to synchronize study topics,

is7 exchange and share teachers, etc.

In the spring of 1974, the area requirement in

Literature was'adjusted to read "Languages and
ti

Literature" to give students greater flexibility. It

will be interesting to see whether this alteration makes

any noticeable difference in class sizes over the'neXt

several semesters, or in the general enthusiasm of the

students who do enroll in literature classes. Probably

the biggest question presently facing the Department is

that of'a Freshman English requirement. The faculty at

large feels the need of some program to improve the

general level of student writing, and our admission of

students in need of kemedial work in the English-

language adds another facet to the problem. The entire

question will be opened for discussion soon so the

Department and the Clerritulum Committee can consider

proposals with the hope of beginning a trial program in

the fall of 1975.
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LITERATURE ENROLLMENT

Academic 'Total No. of
Year Enrolled Sem. Courses Stude per course

Average No. of

Excl. indep. 138 10 13.8
Lit. studies

,-J0-71
71-72 111 8 13.8

and Lit. 72-73 180 13 13.8
Tutorials \ . 73-74 217 14 15.5
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The Art Deeartment

To study.Art is to seek an understanding of the

creative urge in man a!d to analyze his response to

this urge as an expression of a civilization'S or an

individualis,"sense of life". Art: thus becomes a

fundamental element of the humanistic education the

-College sets but to,provide.-

Since the inception of the Coellege, the Art Depart-

ment has chosen to avoid both overly superficial Surveys

and excessive specialization, in order to present de-

tailedtailed surveys of key areas that can cyalt with

meaningfully in either one or two seme%ers. Arts of

Ancient Greece and Arts of the Italian Renaissance are

icamples of such detailed surveys. Bearing in mind the

geographic location of the College, this approach has

had the added advantage of providing ideal correlation

between course work and academic travel. The course in

Arts of Ancient Greece travels to Greece and Turkey,

and the course in Arts of Itali oh Renaissance travels

to Florence and Rome.

From 1971 0 1974, the number of credit-courses

offered by the Art Department has fluctuated around 35.

During the 1974-75 academic year, 28 semester credit-

courses are being offered. This fairly sharp decrease

from 197` -74 was brought about by a cut in Music courses,
a

largely due to lack of interest, a re-classification of
0

certain courses, under different area-headings, and a

teaching of certain courses on an alternating baoib.

The effect has been one of reducing the Department to

a size commAsurate with student interest and College

- 211)1,-
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admissiQns projections for the next few years. Con-

centration On .improving the quality and content of the

remaining courses has also been a result of the cut in

Music courses.

The r1 Department consists of two full-time

Tropean faculty and three -Part-time faculty (one

%.
_European and two American). In addition, the President

teaches one semester of Drama, and the Adtinistratiye

Dean4 aches two semester film cOurses. These film

courses are equallyA'ualified to be included as part

of the Social Science cuiriculum.

The strength of the Department lies in the virtually

ideal conditions for correlating ourge work and academic

travel and by having each full-time faculty member be an

experienced "European Art Traveller" who heads up two

trips a year for hiS courses. The Art Department's

major, problem, particularly for Studio Arts, is the fact

that many students come to the College for a year or

even a semester, which allows little time for an unusual

approach to the, subject to be grasped and fully

appreciated by the students involved.

In order to correct current weaknesses and in

keeping with_the general CurriculuARolicy of decompart-

mentalization, the Art Department is Striving towards

the following objeqtives.
'44,*

1) A more effective correlating between Art courses
and related courses, e.g., 20th Century Painting
and 20th Century Literature.

2) The creation of courses,with applicability to more
than one area, for exathple, Arts of the Italian
Renaissance cduld become Italian Renaissance Art

- 22 -
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and Civtlization, which would combine the areas
of Art and Civilization.

3) A fusion of theory, and practice by means of a
closer correlation between Art History, Art Theory,
and 'Stuido Arts, as a general investigation into

the nature of creativity.

The above objectives might stimulate eniollment in

Art courses which has declined somewhat siAqe, the 1972-

73 academic year, as indicated in the following chart.

a

23
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ART ENROLLMENT

Art History
and Theory

Academic
Year

70-71
71-72
72-73
73-74

Total
Enrolled

59

135'
142

No. of
Sem. Courses

6

11
10
11

Average No.,of
Students per course

9.8
12.3
13.5
12.9

Hist. of Music 70-71 18 1 18
Mu§ic Theory 71-72 76 11 6.9
Chorus 72-73 94 11 8.5
Mus. Tutorials' 73-74 68 12 5.6

Studio Arts 70-71 84 7 12
.Drama 71 -72 77 9 8.5
Photography 7273 136 16' 8.5
Film Prod.
(excl.'indep.
art Studies}

73-74 76 13 5.8

Totals 70-71 . 161 14' 11.5
71-72 289 31 9.3
72-73 365 37 9.8
73-74 286 -36 7.9

- 24
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRICULUM

From the various descriptions of each Department,

the following points can be projected in terms of the

future development of the curriculum.

1) As an almost common, denominator of departmental

weaknesses, the need has been identified for more

inter-disciplinary courses and activities. A

small College such as thiS one should have no

major obstacles towards realizing this goal, yet

the few attempts made in the past were not

successful. This was largely due to a lack of

close co-ordination between individual faculty

Members. In the future, the Academic Dean will

play a vital role in assiting Departments and

faculty, members in co-ordinating and supervising

interdisciplinary courses, possibly taking them

on himself if.theS, happen to' relate to hiS

academic fields of specialization.

2) , Since the 1974-75 academic year, independent study

courses have become a more integrated and better

supervised part of the program. The1/4 Art Depart-

ment has led the'wpy in this direction. The

A.A. Degree program with the major in Fine Arts

or Art History, has now made it a degree require-

ment for a student to gain 6 credits in such

independent,course projects. Along with the

Tutorial courses, the Dean's office is exercising

closer supervision of independent instruction

methods, in order to assure that the grades

received by students were duly earned, both in

- 25 - 1
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terms of effort input and educational results.

Tutorial and Independent projects are 'now outlined

at the beginning of, each semester,' as regular.

courses are, and files are kept in the Academic

Office.

3) Although a majority 'of courses are already offered

on a semester basis, the need is felt'to make

further attempts to clearly divide still existing

year courses into distinct semester units. High

degrees of student mobility and the growing number

of second semester entering students, will make

this "semesterization" more imperative in the,future.

44 Possibly, the most complicated problem facing

-curriculum planning lies in the greatly diversified

ability of the entering students. The issue-became

most urgent in the spring of 1972-73 when the first

group of students from Claremont Men's Colitge

arrived at Franklin, under the Association Agreement

with this California based, highly selective

institution. The College has tried to solve the

problem by organizing courses on differtnt levej.S

of difficulty. After timid beginnings in 1972-73,

this sytem was solidified during the last two

academic yea'is and currently operates as follows.

a) 100 level courses are open to all students.

b) 200 level courses are intended for more advanced
students (primarily sophomores and juniors,
enrolling in the IES program on .a "semester abroad"
basis). These courses are defined in one of the
following ways:

i: they have certain prerequisite courses attached

26 -
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ii: they are taught along seminar lines, whence
the degree of student participation and,re-
search capabilities imply careful selection
by the. instructor.

iii: they involve heavier reading and work loads
than the average 100 level course, and'offer
advance standing for transfer purposes.

c) Courses which are basically of 100 level but which
may be upgraded to 200 on an individual basis. In

conjunction with the instructor, the more advanced
student sets himself to an additional reading or
work load, which will be evaluated through a number
of individual conferences, or, in the case of Studio
Art courses, the producing of an extra portfolio.

d) 300 level courses are independent study projects
where the degree of student participation, reading
and research assignments, are carefully monitored
by the instructor sponsoring the project.

Although the 200 level courses were initiated mostly

with Claremont Men's College students in mind, a

course registration analysis showsthat 29% of all CMC

enrollments went into 200 level courses during the

1973-74 academic year. As far as the total student

body is concerned, orfly 17% registered for 200'level

courses, whic4,accounted for 36% of all course

offerings, as the following chart summarizes.

200 LEVEL ENROLLMENT CHART 1973-1974

Total. Semester Total 200 Total Enrollment Enrollment in
Courses ,Leyel Courses in all Courses 200 level CoUrses

...,,
'..

112 4 40 (36%)* 1241 212 (17%)

*Note that as per the idscription of 200 level courses,
this figure also includes all language courses beyond
the beginners level.

This picture suggests a passible over-emphasis on

higher level courses catering to advanced students. In the
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current academic year,' larger number of introductory'

courses, particularly in the field of Social Science,

were found to'-be more fully enrolled. The Curriculum

Committee is presently reviewing the place 20p level

courses should take within the curriculum at large.

5) Study of the Claremont Men's College enrollment by

department shows that, as our agreement with

Claremont had prbjected, their students do indeed

show a preference for the Sqclal Sciences to the

extent that an average-of 31% of their registrations

fall within that department, as the chart below

demonstrates. .

CMC ENROLLMENT CHART PER DEPARTMENT

. Social
Sciences Civilization Languages. Literature Art

37i 18% 18% 9.5% 17.5%

(based on fourepps Spq 1973 through Fall 1974)

PROGRAMS

The Associate in Arts Program

The core of the academic offerings at the College

is centered around a two-year, liberal arts program,

leading to an Associate in Arts Degree. While focusing

as much as possible..on,the European-Mediterranean con-

text, Na student's course load is designed to meet

general transfer and admissions requirements of colleges

and universities in the United States.

The Associate in Arts Program aims to provide a

well-balanced humanistic education taken from the five

areas of'study described in this chapter. The Associate

- 28 -
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in Arts,degree is granted upon successful completion of

60 credits with a cumulative grade point average of no

less than 2.01 A minimum of 30 credits must be taken

while studyingat the College. "The following credit

requirements must be fulfilled:

Social Sciences' 6 credits
Civilization , 6

Art History, Theory & Music 6

Literature & Languages 6

While preventing excessive specialization, - these

requirements, accounting for only 24 out of 60 credits,

allow the student 'xisiderable freedom of choice in

planning his course offerings during any given semester.

Individual counseling sessions are held at the be-

ginning of each semester, with the Academic Dean and

-'faculty members from each area, in order to assure that:

courses suit individual student needs and talents;

individual course loads are sufficiently structured

around a given core; courses. provide a natural extension

into one of the travel options offered during the

semester.

ThroUgh_the'flexibility of its requirements and

wide range,of course choices, the A.A.program undoubtedly

provides the clearest projection of the "Franklin

. Experience", particularly for students who remain at the
o

College for four semesters. The growing familiarity

with European ways of living and learning, the close

working relationship with faculty members from the

various academic fields, coupled with intensive expo-

sure gained throughout the academic travel periods,

and the small personalized style of the College, all

- 29 -
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should add up towards the forming of more humanistically

educated world citizens.

Over the past four4years, the number of students
, .

who have successfully transferred from this program

into four-year educational institutions in the United

,States is further testimony to the belief that this

international program fills a real.need in the new

world o mobile education.

A.A. DEGREE CHART

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74

Total sophomore class at
the end of the'academic
year

26 34 34 58

Total A.A. degries granted 26. 15 29 47*

Did not receive degree for
failure to reach GPA of 2.0 3 6

Did not fulfill other degree
requirements (area require- 6 1 6

ments or lack of total
credits)

0
* See section on Academic Counseling for further explanation

The A.A. Program with Major in Fine Arts

The g.4graphical location of the College in relation
.

to Europe's and the Mediterranean's major art centers;

naturally implies a strong emphasis on the arts in-the

College's curriculum. A large number of courses in the

field of Art History, Studio, Arts, Music and Foundation

Studies, closely interwoven with a Number of.travel

offerings, have traditionally made up a large part of

the overall Franklin "learning-through-seeing" experience.

The idea of eventually providing the opportunity for

- 30 -



students to aim for a major in Fine Arts was a con-

sequence of geographical location, high-student interest
1'

and overwhelming possibilities for visual aids and

travel.

In line with the humanistic educational goals of

the College, specfai attention.is paid to the exact

weighting of credit requirements for the.A.A. Fine Arts

diploma, in an effort to avid excessive specialization

and excessive exposure to the relatively small number of

art faculty available. From the academic year 1974775

onwards, the following area requirements will apply to

the total of 60 credits needed for this diploma..

a) For the major in Art History

12 credits in At History, or Theory
6 credits in independent course of study
with' faculty advisor (required for
sophomores' and open to sophomores only)

6 credits in the area of Studio Arts
6 credits in the area of Civilization
6 credits in the area of Literature

b) For the major in Stddio Arts I.

6"credits in Foundation drawing course
(required for.freshmen)

6 credits'in independent course of study
with faculty advisor (required for. sophomores
and open to sophomores only)

12 credits in Art History, or Theory, or Studio
Arts

6 creditd in the area of Civilization
6 credits in the area of Literature

Credit requirements may be adjusted according to
C3
Art credits taken elsewhere; however, a minimum of 30

credits must be taken at Franklin. In either one of the

two Fine Arts options, a student must obtain 36 credits

out of the 60 required from specific areas, leaving him'

- 31 -
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enough flexibility to suit his course load to persofial

talents and interests through the remaining 24 credits.

The importance of pre - registration counseling interviews

must be mentioned in this respect, as is the wide range

of opportunities to pursue independent courses of study

under faculty advisors. The relatively small number of

students (10% of student body) who yearly enroll in this

prcigram, further allows for intensive personalization of
(

the educatiohal process.

The specific objective of this program consists in

the development of creativ potential as part of a

larger huManistic formation, making fullest use of the

artistic resources available in the institution's..

European and Mediterranean platform. This program is

geared to students who wish to enter or transfer to

either:

a) A profesSional art college or institute to con-
tinue a program of study in the Studio Afi*t field
leading to a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, or

b) A university or college to continue a program of
study in the field of Art Hi-story (with particular
emphasis on European Art History), leading to the
Bachelor of Arts degree.

Initiated in 1972-73, this program is graduating

its first students in May 1975. Hence, no follow-up

on academic success or attitudinal effectiveness has

been possible at the date of writing.

0



The Institute for European Studies Program

Whereas the previous two programs are primaiily

geared to students intending to remain for two years

at the College, the I.E.S. program provides a niche

for either the seconda4ry school graduate who wants

additional,time before entering college, or the student'

who wants a year or a semesterin Europe during his

educational career at another institution.

The I.E.S. Program on a One-YearEasis

Ideally, I.E.S. students remain.at Franklin foi two

semesters. With contemporary European affairs as the

'common' denominator for their studies; they select relevent

courses from the common pool of the curriculuni, in con-

sultation with the Academic Dean.

Unlike his colleagues in both A.A. programs, the

I.E.S. student enrolls for a minimum of four courses

per semester, 'or the equivalent of 12 credit hours, so

.as to allow him to partake as fully as possible in the

intensive co-curricular part of the course work.

I.E.S. students must take at least one of the two

basic courses offered annually in the area of European

Integration: Towards a United Europe (100 level), or

European Integration Seminar (200 level).

Upon successful completion within the year of 24

credit hours in the fidld of European Affairs with a

2.0 average, students receive the "Diploma of European

Studies ".

Students enrolling in the I.E.S. for one year are
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of two general types:

1). The highly qualified high school graduate who has
already been accepted at the U.S. universityof
his choice, but who, for a variety of reasons,
wishes to:postpone his entrance and give himself:,
a breathing time"geared to "widen his horizons".

1?.

2). The high school graduate who is, as yet, undecided
about embarking on a full college career and wishes
to provide' himself with an unusual, exciting and
generally lighter college-level program, designed
to "make him find himself" academically_ as well as
personally.

The number of the second type of student has tended

to diminish over the last few years as requirements for

the Diploma of European Studies were more clearly de-

fined and upgraded from the previous "Certificate of

Attendance.' The "undecided" type of student indeed now

finds a wider range of options in the general A.A. pro-
.

gram, where 'there is no explicit focus on contemporary

European affairs.

After the one-year Institute program, students

may either decide to enter an American college or

university or elect eo return to Franklin for a sophomore

year in the A.A. program. A student returning for a

second year is naturally obliged to make up the require-

'. ments for the A.A. degree, something which normally does

not present any major problem. Over the past four years,

some I.E.S. students have successfully transferred

Credits to U.S. institutions. gIn all cases, credit

acceptance was dependent on the academic achievethent

of the individual and the requirements of the institution
S.

to which he applied.

34
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S

D

OF I.E.S. DIPLOMAS GRANTED
O

1973-741970-71 1971-72 1972-73

Total students
enrolled on a
Year basis ' 21 18 15' 6

Total Aiplomas )
received. 6 -16 12 6

,
Note: the gaps are due to the fact that many I.E.S.
students deci e to retrain at Franklin for a second
(sophomore) ye , in which case they do not normally
receive an I.E. diploma, unless specificalay requested.

The I.E.S: Program as a "Semester Abroad"

Answering a widening need in,U.S. undergraduate
ca.

education for more mobility and more genuine international

exposure, Franklin has recently become a growing basis

for "semester abroad" studies. The students have come

either under the formal agreement made with Claremont Men's

College, or they have come individually from such insti-

tutions as the University of Pennsylvania, the University

of Colorado, the University of California., Colgate

University, Middlebury College. No formal certificate

or diploma is sought by the student apd course loads are

determined entirely by the home institution and the

individual interests of the student himself. Often,

specific courses are selected in advance with the dean

and instructors to meet specific requirements of the

home institutions. In any. event, Franklin plays a

secondary role in the determination of actual course

choice, and instead tries to satisfy, as fully-as possible,

'the 'academic needs of Lhese higher level students.

40
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ACADEMIC TRAVEL PROGRAM

A cornerstone Of the Coll,ege's educational philo

sbphy is the complete' combination of the class

experience and the mplti-national environment. This

"Classroom Europe" notiOn involves closest possible

correlation between Cognitive inquiries and the

experience of living inanbther,culture. Intensive

working relationships with an international faculty,
%

coupled with living arrangements designed to provide

optimum exposure to the local tri-lingUal community,

and a well-filled agenda of visits and excursions in

tle immediate vicinity of southern Switzerland and

"northern Italy; are all part of aThonscious attempt ,to

exploit the College's unique geographical position in

the heart of Europe.

Two Week Academic Travel

For tilt weeks each semester, the College alto-uses

its Swiss baseas a-catapult to explore more 41stant

corners of the European and Mediterranean map. During

these two weeks, the personal confrontation of learning

and seeing assumes very'hig ificance. The following'

features stand out in this Academic TraVel Program.

Eight to tendifferent itineraries are normally

offered each semester. Each itinerary is prepared by

one or two faculty members, in terms of the areas .

visited and the actual on-the-spat agenda of meetings,

interviews, factory visits, cultural. explorations, etc.

Since the faculty leading the trip is in all cases

either a national of the country to be visited or
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closely familiar with it, the itinerary includes ac-
0,,

tivities normally not open to the average traveller.,

.The Academic Dean supervises the acadethic content -of

the itinerary, prior to including it into the program.

. The-Administrative Dean oversees the financial aspects

of the trip. As for the logistics of transportation

.and accommodation, the services of regular travel

agencies are used.

A student willffriake hic. choice between the many

trip offerings in relation to the course of his major

academic interest, so that his travel may fully enhance

the academic perspective, and offer solid possibilities

for the writing of a "Travel Paper".

The size of travel groups may vary between five and

twenty-five students. This small travel unit allows

both for intensive on-campus preparation (briefings,

films, individual conferences about travel papers,

readings...) and close contact and cooperation with

students during the trip.

Travel offerings may be of a general cultural

scope and allow for participation of students from

various disciplines, or they may be of a more specialized

nature and appeal exclusively to studentsof specific

fields of study (Economics, Studio Arts, Music, etc.).

For the successful implementation of the Academic

Travel Program, the College draws from a stock of

experience which administrators and faculty carried

over from ,predecessor institutions (Fleming College,

and the American School in Switzerland). Subsequently,
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significant changes took place to amplify the.academic

content of the program and to link offerings more

closely to courses. The currently operating system

is the result of years of experimentation and experience,

while efforts are constantly made to further improve

and update travel offerings. In the last resort, the

success of this program hinges on the cultural back-

ground, the dedication, the vigor 4hd the enthusiasm

of the faculty leading each individual trip.

Academic travel de tinationsfor 1973-74 and

1974-75 are listed in the following chart with ,

participation figures for each. Two representative

travel itineraries are also included to give an

cation of the type of travel programs which were offered

in the fields of Social Science, Civilization, and Art.

Complete itineraries for all academic travel offerings

will be available to Evaluation Team Members during

their visit to the College.
ft

p.

ti
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ACADEMIC TRAVEL DESTINATIONS.AND GROUP SIZE

Academic Year 1973/44

Destination

Cornwall, G.B.

Berlin-NUrnberg

France

Ireland

Yugoslavia

Fall Spring

10

20

11

20

19

Munich,Bonn, Brussels 13

Greece 18

Grecre & Asia MJ.nor 18

Italy (Tuscany) 7

London & Northern England

CornWall, G.B.

London

France (Paris-Bretagne)

Brussels/Paris

Italy (Rome)

Sicily & Southern Italy

Tunisia .

Vienna/Budapest

Pep

,

4 4

16

11

16

13

6

18

20
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ACADEMIC TRAVEL DESTINATIONS AND-GROUP SIZE

Academic dear 1974/75

Destination

Yugoslavia

Cornwall, G.B.

Hapsburg Empire

Wales

France

Ireland

Germany

Turkey

Turkey

Fall Spring

24

9

7

10

10

25

22

17

13

4

Cotnwall 9

Italy
.
17

,Northern England 1-3

Brussels/Amsterdam/London . 15.

Czechoslovakia 21

Tunisia 24

Belgium /Rolland 13

Vienna/Budapest 25

/1,
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-ITINERARY FOR ACADEMIC. TRAVEL TO, PRAGUE AND MUNICH

Monday Leave campus at 9.30 a.m. by coach for
.Feb. 25th train station. Departure by train at

10.95 a.m. to Zurich. -Arrival in Zurich
at '1.33 p.m. and transfer by coach to
'Zurich airport.\ Departure by OK 775 at
3.05 p.m.,. arrihing in PragueNat,4.10 p.m.
Transfer to HotelJOlympik., Inkralidovna,
Prague 8.

Tuesday
Feb. 26th

In Prague. Half pension at the Hotel.
In the morning an introductory tour
through Prague. Afternoon free for
personal explorations. Evening opera
performance at the "Nationaltheater":
"Ten Days Which Shook the World".

Wednesa In Prague. Morning visit to a Prague
Feb. 27t r High School for meeting with teachers

and students. Afternoon visit to the
Motel Children's Hospital and meeting
with Dr. Zapletal.

In Prague. IMportant morning conference
with-Dr. Garoflav Zantovsky at the
Czechoslovak Ministry for Foreign Affairs
on Czech-American relations. Afternoon
free.

Friday Full-day excursion to/Bole-slay and
March 1st Tereiln. Mornin visit of the SKODA

car plant in Bol lay, followed by ex-
cursion to Terez concentration camp.
Return to Prague inthe afternoon. Half
pension at the hotel. Evening mee4ing
with students at the Strahov Youth Club.

Thursday
Feb. 2 th

Saturday In'Prague. Morning free. Afternoon
March 2nd first-league Ice Hockey game between

Sparta-Prague and Mo. Ostraya. Evening
free.

Sunday After breakfast trafig1;;-by coach to
March 3rd train station. Departure at 8 a.m. by

train to MUnchen, arriving there at 3.51.
Transfer by coach to Hotel.

-N 41 -
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ITINERARY FOR ACADEMIC TRAVEL TO PRAGUE AND MUNICH

Monday In Munich. 10 a.m. appointment with
March 4th Dr. Karel Jezdinsky at the headquarters

of Radio Free Europe for a discussion, on.
prospects of détente in Central Europe
1 Czech.émigré view. Afternoon: optional
visit to the famed Deutsches Museum.

Tuesday Morning excursion to Ebenhausen for an
March 5th appointment with representatives of the

Institut Fir Politische Wissenschaften
and a discussion/Jon Ostpolitik. Return
to Munich in the early afternoon.. In the
afternoon, optional visit to the Blaue Reiter
exhibition at the Lenbach gallery.

Wednesday 10 a.m. appointment at the U.S. Consulate.
March 6th Meeting with the Acting Consul Genera',

Mr. P. Valdes, fora discussion on the
American view for d6tente in Central
Europe. Afternoon free. TentZtive
evening dinner appointment for a small
group with Dr. Rupprecht, Chief Criminal
Inspector of the Munich Police Force,
for informal discussion,

Thursday Free day. Opt nal excursion to the
March 7th Dachau concen ation camp.

Friday
March 8th 7-

Transfer by coach to train station and
proceed by 10.10 a.m. train to Lugano,
arriving there 6.57 p.m.

Note: The above program for Munich will
be supplemented with cultural events and

4 4 concerts as soon as details become
available.

IL
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ITINER4RY FOR ACADEMIC TRAVEL TO TURKEY

Monday 10.30 a.m. Leave campus by coach for
4 Nov. Milan/Linatel. 14.10 leave Milan for

Istanbul vIlgRome.

Tuesday Morning city tour of Istanbul and visit
5 Nov. - to Archaeological Museum. Afternoon

visit to covered Bazaar.

Wednesday Haj Sofia, Blue Mosque, Hippodrome.
6 Nov. Possible sail on the Bosphorus.

Thursday 10.45 a.m. Istanbul/Izmir by Turkish
7 Nov Airlines arriving Ismir 11.30. Direct

coach to Ephesus for lunch and after-
noon visit of Ephesus and Museum.

Friday Visit: Didyma (oracle and Temple Of Apollo)
8 Nov. Miletus (birthplace of. philosophers)

Priene (best preserved Hellenistic
city)

s.

Saturday Free day in Kusadasi.
9 Nov.

Sunday Optional return visits to any of above
10 Nov. sites to complete papers.

Monday Morning departure from Kusadasi by coach
11 Nov. for Aphrodisias(Temple of Aphrodite and

recent important archaeological discoveries).
Continue to Pamukkale.

Tuesday In Pamukkale, the site of the ancient city
12 Nov. of Hierapolis. Bathing opportunity in

natural pool/hot thermal springs.

Wednesday Leave Pamukkale by coach for Izmir via
13 Nov. ,Sardis, ancient capital- of King Croesus,

American archaeological expedition now
at work there.

Thursday Day in Izmir. Optional visits and Souks.
14 Nov.

Friday 8.15 a.m. Leave Izmir by Turkish Airlines.
15 Nov. Arrive Milan 1.35 p.m. By coach to

Lugano campus, arrive around 4 p.m.
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The Travel Paper

As the link between classwork and on-the-spot

experience, the travel paper represents an indispensable

element of Franklin's travel based education. Much more

than a mere travelogue or autobiographical essay, it

should be a piece of personal writing crystallizing pre

and post travel reading and on-the-spot experience.

Many travel papers do not live up to his ideal, due to

a student's carelessness, or to faculty not giving

enough weight to the paper through his courses, ana

frequently due to a combination of both. 4

The following guidelines were decided upon by the

faculty in 1973 in an attempt to get this vital part of

the academic travel program under closer control.

1) A student shoul$ first decide which of his courses
would be particularly suited to further personal
investigation.

2) Having thus narrowed the field, a student should
discuss the feasibility of a Travel Paper with
the instructor of his chosen course.

3) The instructor thus acts as a sponsor for the
Travel Paper. Once approved, a student will then
sign up for the travel itinerary most suited to
his projected academic endeavours.

4) Accordingly, trip leaders are fully informed about
each student's particular interests before the
trip commences. During the travel, the instructor's
task will be to assist, as much as possible, in the
realization of the student's work. Since the trip
leader is in all cases either a national of the
country to be visited or closQly familiar with it,
the itinerary includes activities normally not
open to the average tourist, and arranged with
the student's particular interests in mind.
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5) Consultations between faculty and student continue
after the travel period, till such. time as the
student submits his paper for evaluation.

6)' Instructors award a letter grade tor the paper and
include it in the ove4all course grade. Failure
to submit a travel paper wil adversely affect the
course grade and will, in addi , result in the
loss of one credit value in the course for which
the Travel Paper was initially intended.-

7) A Travel Paper may not replace.a regularly assigned
course or semester paper.

Such is the ideal. The practice is a lot more aom-

plicated. Occasionally, a student's course load does'not

1-Y

')offer any meaningful extension into the travel offerings

of a given semester. The Academic Dean may then decide

to let the student travel independently, and the student

finds a faculty sponsor with whom he can work out a

viable and academically solid itinerary, to be approved

by the bean.

Also, many students do not have their travel paper

topic fixed prior to going on the trip. They prefer to

decide upon a topic when they have.had a chance to

evaluate those aspects of the country which interest

them most during their actual visit.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

In addition to the academic and travel programs,

the College sponsors evening lectures, concerts, and

film pograms, for the benefit of both the students

find the local community throughout the academic year.

The city of Lugano, although relatively small in size,

acts as a significant center for cultural activities.
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These largely revolve around the Swiss-Italian Radio

Orchestra, the cultural programs offered by Migros

Co-operative, and those events sponsored by the city

itself. The major international city of Milan is one

hour from the campus, broadening further the Cultural

offerings available.

The "CercleTrancais" Stonsors their lectures and

conferences on the Franklin campus. The "Franklin

Community Chorus" and the "International Business Club"

bring together students, faculty, and members of the

local community. 'Aese all have opened channels Of,

communication and Integration for students at th6

C011ege.

The following agenda of co-durricular activities

sOnsored during the 1972-73 academic year is presented

to suggest the extent to which the College is committed

to providing a cultural program for its students.

1972-73 Co-Curriculdi>54ram

Wednesday, September: Franklin's yearly film series,
sponsored by the "European Film and Society" course,
opens at the Cinema Paradiso with "Bicycle Thief" by
Vittorio de Sica (Italy 1948).

Thursday, September 28: Film show at the College:
"L'Europe des Idees Regues", for students of European
Integration and European History.

Monday, October 2: Franklin concert: Organ recital by
Prof. Reuel Lahmer, Head of FC Music Department, in the
Church of Santa Maria degli Angioli. Program of
Italian RenaissanOe and Baroque Music.

Wednesday, October 4: FC film "Jeux Interdits", Rene Clement.

Thursday, October 5: African Seminar sponsors film show
of L'Art Negre.
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Wednesday, October 11,: FC film "Judgement at Nuremberg",
S. Kramer, U.S.A. 0

Monday, October 16: Franklin%s film instructor, Villy
Hermann, sponsors a program of Swiss 'short fi/ms.

'Tuesday; October 17: Film show f Africa Seminar on
Sahel region.

Wednesday, October 18 FC film " he Ba tle of Algiers',
G. Pontecorvo, Italy.

Thursday, October 19: All day trip to Milan for Business
students and Political Science classes. Visit to E.N.I.
and Meirill Lynch offices.

Monday, October 23: Flute and Harpsictiord Concert at
the Church of Loreto with Reuel Lahmer and Walter Vogeli.

Wednesday, October 25: FC film "The Trial".

Wednesday, November 1: FC film "Closely WatchedTrains", Czech.

Wednesday, November 22: FC Thanksgiving Concert: Voice,

Piano, Violin.

Monday, November 27: Dr. Eduardo Bodipo-Malumba, from the
Geneva World Council of Churches, gives series of lectures
on African History.

Wednesday, NovemberTh9: FC-film "Hiroshima Mon Amour".

Wednesday, December 6: Film "Muriel".

Tuesday, December 12: Zeman film actor, Gustav Frohlich;
(Metropolis) talks about his acting experience in Germany
in the 1920's and 1930's.

Wednesday, December 13: FC film "If"....International
Business Club dinner, guest speaker Dr. Nobokov.

Sunday, December 17: FC Christmas concert: FC Choir
pings Hungarian work.

Wednesday, December 20: Film "Cul de Sac", Poland.

Wednesday, January 10: FC filth "Shop 41 Main Street", Czeah

Wednesday, January 17: FC film "Z", Greece.

Thursday, January 18: Political Science class visits the
offices and printing shops of Milari daily "Corriere della
Sera". Discussion on'Italian politics with one of the
editors.
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Friday-Sunday, January 19-21: Ski weekend with,
instruction organized by Migros Sezione Culturale.

Tuesday, January 23: International Business Club dinner.

Wednesday, January 31: FC film "Grapes of Wrath", John
Ford, U.S.A. O.

Tuesday, Februar 6: Concert on campus - Reuel Latimer,
Music for the Piano.

Wednesday, February 14: FC film "La Strada", Fellini,
Italy 1954.

Monday, February 19: International Business Club dinner,
guest speaker Dr. V. Romeo....FC faculty member, Michael
Frank, spoke about "Bosch and Breughel" with slides.

Wednesday, February 21: FC film "Rocco and his Brothers",
Visconti, Italy 1960.

Tuesday, March 13: Claremont Professor, Pr. John Roth,
gave a lecture on "William James and Recent American
Experience", as part of the Adult Educatidn lecture
program at Franklin College.

Wednesday, March 14: Students of "Problems of Developing
Countries" met in Rome at the "Food and Agricultural
Organization"for a briefing.

Tuesday, March 20: Political Science student had their
"Swiss Politics Day" with interviews at the Lugano
townhall and the Bellinzona Cantonal Government.

Tuesday, March 20: International Business Club dinner,
guest speaker Mr. Matusi.

Wednesday, March 21: British music critic, Denby R chards,
talked in Reuel Lahmer's music class on "Finnish Music
up until Sibelius". In Wednesday's film show, Antonini's
"Red Desert".

Thursday, March 22: Representative of Dow Chemical
Company, Zurich, discussed the validity of Servan-Schreiber's
"The American Challenge" in European Seminar class. 4

Thursday, March 22: FC Piano Recital by Rhondda Gillespie
at the Church of Loreto - Schumann, Beethoven, Merilainen,
Rautavaara, Standford, Chopin and Liszt.

Friday, March 23: Mid-semester long weekend. "Trips to
Venice, St. Moritz, Rome, Florence and Siena
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Tuesday,.March 27: European Seminar class, guest
speaker, prof. Melvin Schlein from John Hopkins Univer-
sity Bologna Center, talks on the "Role of the EEC in
the Recent Monetary Disloc tions".

.

INCIIITuesday, March 27: Semmelw Choir of the University
of Budapest perform in the Church of Loreto, under the
auspices of the Franklin Foundation.

, Wednesday; March 28: FC film "Accident", Joseph Losey, G.B.

Thursday, March 29i European Seminar class, guest speaker,
Dr. V Troostenburgh of the Swiss Credit Bank in Zurich;
answers uestions on the recent monetary developments..

Friday, Mach 30: FC concert: The Budapest Madrigal
Ensemble, nder the direction of Ferenc Sekeres, per-'
farms at he Church of Loreto.

Mon -y, April 2: Dr. Krippendorf of the Bologna Center
of Johns Hopkins 'University, talks on "New Perspectives -

in the Cold War".

Thursday, April 26: Greek/American film - maker, Gregory
Markopoulos, talks about his work in the field of film
portraits.

Friday-Sunday, April 27-29: Comparative Politics clasp,
goes to Appenzell to witness direct democrqtic meeting:
"Landsgemeinde".

Monday, April 30: Dr. Harish Kapur from India;,s Professor
at the Geneva Institute for Graduate International
Studies, talks about "Europe and the Third World".

Tuesday, May 1: Brian Stanford talks about Picasso and
shows slides of some of his lesser-known works.

Wednesday, May 2: FC film "Last Year in Marienbad", Alain
Resnais, France 1961.

Thursday, Max' 3: Prof. Melvin Schlein from Johns Hopkins'
Bologna Center, talks in European Seminar class about
Willy Brandt's "Ostpolitik"..

Tuesday, May 8: International Business Club, headed by
student, Mark McGillis, sponsors an all-day Business
Symposium, with prominent businessmen from the Luganese
community as guest speakers.

Thursday, May 10: Concert, under, the direction of Reuel
Lahmer, with Franklin Singers and a number of folk-singer
such as Kathy Miller, Marc Osborne and Paul Boudreau.
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Friday, May 11: FC film show "Women Love ", Ken
Russell, G.B. 1970:

Monday, May 14: Czech Professor, Dr. Karel Jezdinsky,
from Radio Free Europe in Munich, talks on "Czechoslovakia
after Dubcek". 4
Tuesday, May 15: FC sponsored Organ Recital in t Church.
of Santa Maria degli Angioli, by Pennsylvanian org nist,
Donald Wilkins.

Wednesday,'May 16: FC film "Seventh Seal", Ingmar 'Bergman,
Sweden 1956.

Wednesday, May 16: Drama class in performance of student,
Michael Jacob's original play, "A Certain Situation",
and Edward Albee's "The American Dream".

Thursday, May 17: Second drama performance.

Wednesday, May 23: FC film "2001 ": A Space Odyssey",
Stanley Kubrick, G.B. 1968.

4fr

Thursdax, May 24: Villy Hermann, Fran n'film instructor,
sponsors an evening ofzfilms made by students during the
year, &long with one erof his own_ films.

Friday, May 25: Graduation ceremony....End-of-year boat
trip on Lake Lugano, with dinner onboard.

6
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CHAPTER III

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE

ADMISSIONS '

Franklin College is open to any person regardless

of race, color, creed, sex or nationality. The College

seeks to admit students who will make positive con-

tributicr to the life of the College, who will accept

freely-the,challenge.of an international community,

an who will, progress seriously toward the completion

of degree requirements. 'Although the Office of

Admissions does not attempt to emphasize any single

aspect of an applicant's background, consideration is

given on the basis of academic records, written

evaluations of counselors and teachers, College Board

orequivalent standardized test scores, academic

distinctions, and participation in extra-curricular

Ar-tivities. The College operates on a rolling admission
)policy which makes it possible for the Offibe of Ad-

missions to make a final decision as soon as an appli-
.

cant's file is complete.

The Director of Admissions is responsible for all

matters concerning the recruitment, processing and

admissiond of incoming students. He is also responsible

for the organization and operation of the Office of

Admissions, its alumni-representatives,'Regional 44,11p '

representatives and References.

The Office of Admissions uses four methods to re-

cruit studentd: 1) Direct recruitment by the Director of
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Admissions, an Administrator of the College, a Regional

Representative, or an Alumni representative.

2) Advertising in the International Herald4Tribune and

the Directory of the European Council of International

Schools. 3) Co-operative agreements with profelsional

guidance counselors and guidance services 4) Generated

"word of mouth" through present students, alumni and

parents.

The Director of Admissions spends approximately

four months each year in the United States. An" addi-
,

tional College Administrator usually travels to the

United States in November or February to assist in the

admissions process through direct visits to schools,

the hosting of recruiting and alumni parties, and the

general spreading of information throughout a selected
. _

'area. A networks,of Regional Reprdsentatives, alumni

volunteers and interested parents contribute to the task

of identifying and recruiting potential students., An

extensive mailing list is maintained at the College and

information is sent out regularly. During the past
\\

year, the Director of Admissions, assisted by the

Administrative Dean, personally visited 87 schools in

22 states of the United States and 10 foreign countries,

including Iran, Kuwait, Lebanon and Greece. Even

though a relatively small portion of the ()Venall budget

is.devoted to admissions, coverage both in the United

States and abroad has been good.
e

During the ,last four years, approximately 80% of

-the student populationhave come from 40 states in the

United States, 20% have come from approximately 35
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foreign countries, 64% have come from private schools

in the United States, 24% from public schools, and 12%

from secondary schools in foreign countries. Given*-t,

ithese statistics, the College will continue to con-

centrate recruiting time, in the United States while

attempting to generate increased applications in the

foreign sector, especially the Middle East.

The most obvious weakness in the area of Admissions

and recruitment can be found in the duplication of

responsibilities. The President, having been the

Director of Admissions prior to his appointment, con-

tinues to administer-all functions of the Admissions

Office. Given the expense of sending college personnel

around the United States and Europe this duplication

has been financially expedient and productive from a

cost effectiveness point of view. 1r has permitted one

individual to divide his time among admissions, public

relations, fund raising, alumni affairs, meetings of

the Board, and general representation in the United

States. Unfortunately, this duplication of respons-

-,ibility, financially advantageous as if-'is, has deprived

the College of full time coverage in the area of recruit-

ment. Should future financ al conditions permit, con-

sideration will be given t providing the College with

a full time admissions officer.

4.

Ideally, Franklin College secs to increase

selectivity in the admissions process which is, at

present, virtually non-existent. To so, the College

must stimulate the application rate through a full time

53
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admissions officer and more effective recruiting

techniques.

The techniques presently under consideration call

for the greater use of Regional Representatives,

references, parents,, alumni and students. In order to

,increase applications, from potentially productive geo-

graphic areas, the above groups will be more effectively

organized in the future through regular information

mailings from the College, adequate supplies of'print

material, and the establishment of volunteer admissions

co-ordinators in various parts of the United States,

Europe, and other key areas of the globe.

Since the inception of the College, the Office of

Admissions has relied upon a'recrilitment approach which

has placed the Director of Admissions, another College

Administrator or various other classification of

represent

1
tives in touch with applicants, potential

applica4' s and their families. This effort can be

increased through the organization of more recruiting

parties, using the admissias co-ordinators.

To facilitate the expansion of the recruiting

effort by turning a large proportionaof the process over

to non-professional volunteers, the College is' preparing

an audio-visual slide, presentation which can be mailed

or shipped to volunteer admissions represehtatives in

various parts of thejinited States. Full scale organiz-

ation of this system would permit the recruiting effort

to continue in the absence of direct physical representa-

tion by a member of the College staff. It is hoped that
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a large number 'o former and present parents, alumni,

and friends wo d agree to host informal recruiting

parties in their homes. Interest by word-of-mouth, thus

far themost effective method* eliciting applications,'

would be significantly expanded. The College seeks to

increase both the number of annual applications and the

percentage of accepted applicants enrolled, while pro-

viding for greater selectivity in the admissions process.

To do this, it will be necessary to expand current

representation through a prepared audio-visual presenta-

tion which can be effectively distributed and used by

committed and active volunteer representatives. In the

absence of available funds for a full-time Admissions

representative, the above method should provide greater

coverage at a significantly lower cost.,

Clientele and Constituency

During the last four years of operation, Franklin

College has served a specific clientele and constltdency.

The following characteristics have emerged through

statistical survey." 80% of all students matriculating

at the College come direc

20% of the total student

ly from the United States.

ulation are residents of

foreign countries, either permanently or temporarily

during their tenure at the College. Of this number,

approximately 10% are foreign nationals. The total

geOgrapliic distribution over the last four-year period,

1971-1975, represents 40 states in the United States of-

America and 35 foreign countries. In terms of U.S.,

distribution, the largest proportion of students come

from the Eastern seaboard states of New York, Massachusetts
A

4
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Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania. The Second single

most represented. area is in the State of California.

Franklin Cdllege students tend to fall into the'same

socio-economic background. Most students come from

families in which the primary money earner is employed

in professional field, in a higher managerial position

in industry or commerce, or is the owner of a business.. -

Because almoSt all parents pay the full cost of education

at the College themselves, approximately $6,500.00 per

annum, i<t can be assumed that the average family income

is excess of $25,000.00 per year. There is, however,

no actual documentation available to suppor this

assumption. Approximately 65% of all students attending

the College have come from independent schools- Most

students come from families in which higher education

has played an important role for parents and other

family members. In short, the clientele served bX

Franklin College can be identified as being generally

affluent and interested in independent higher education

for their children, preferably in Europ e,

It is hoped that in the next six years, the College

can expand the socio-economic and geographic distribu-

tions of the student population. The following methods

for such expansion are presently under consideration:

I) Scholarship Funds, presently only available through

direct allocations in the College budget, will be

more actively sought from alumni, parents and

friends'of Franklin College, as individual and

riontinuing charitable contributions. Independent

foundations will also be approached to provide
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scholarship aid to needy students, as will, do estic

e%-and foreign government agencies involved in ed

cation. ,nEt must be mentioned thatthe process of

making. Franklin College financially available to

to m re students has made some appreciable gains

during the last year. he co-operative agreement

with Claremont Men's Co lege Specifically allows
______A

students, on partial or 11 scholarship at

Claremont, to take full advantage of financial

aid and scholarships while attending the Institute

for European Studies at Franklin College. Pomona

College, a member of the Claremont College group,

has also agreed to the same policy. A friend of

Franklin College has donated $1,000.00 towards a

scholarship, fund which has been matched, in half

that amount, by the company with whom he is

employed. This particular donor is urging others

to follow this example, and the College intends

to more actively pursue this type of contribution

in the future.

2) It is hoped that the percentage of foreign

nationals can be increased over the next six

'year period, thus providing a greater inter-

national base in the general student population.

Efforts will be made to more actively recruit

those students in Europe and Africa who are

qualified and interested in studying in the

American educational sy,;tem. It should be

mentioned that the very nature of the European

and American educational systems is divergent

enough to discourage the.easy or, frequent

5/
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transfer from one system to the othe'r. For this

reason, the College will seek to associate itself

with foreign nationals wishing to continue their

education in the United States upon the completion

of the Assodiate in Arts degree program at .Franklin

College.

Enrollment Patterns and Distribution,

Committed-to maintaining a favorable student/faculty

'ratio and an overall size conducive to .the close working

relationship desired-in' ah'interditional, liberal arts

program, within the scope of the Purposes and Objectiveso,,

) delineated, the C011ege drew up the following enrollment

projection for the Delaware State Board ofEducation.
4

1972-73 1973 -7.4 1974-75 1975-76 1276-77

160 170 180 190 . 200

Although the College experienced significant growth

in enrollment during the last four years, lt is rapidly
,

becoming evident that continued growth cannot be expected

indefihitelys. It is'appropriate, therefore, that the

above projection be revised for the next six years, to

show a static enrollment pattern. The reasons-for this

assumption are:

1) Statistics p ished by the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education and the National Center for

Educational Statistics, show that College enroll-

ments during the next decade will fall signi-

fipantlyrort of earlier projections. Specifically,

the private college sector is perceived as. being

most severely hit by decreasing enrollments in .the
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future.. For Franklin College to project growth

beyond the'Ncurrent level of student enrollment

would be to ignore all available evidence.

2) The geographic ,locatioll&of Franklin College in

Western Europe makes it, as an American college

with 80% of its student population coming directly

from the United States, extremely susceptible to

changes in international fiscal and political

policies. As such, the College has been.forced to

deal with international situations on'an ad hoc

basis. To project growth at a time when all of

Europe is projecting continued inflation, coupled

with recessionary tendencies in tie economy, would

not be realistic or advisable.

3) The economic factors thus play an important role in

the College's decision not to commit itself to a

pattern of growth at this time. They are supple"-

mented by'considerations of a more general nature.

In that the College has long emphasized the

necessity of a personalized education, particularly

in the European context with the attendant culture

shodk, growth could not but put into question some

of the very basic premises of'the program. Foi

one, there is no individually tailored co7curricuiar

program for large groups, designed to take fullest

advantage of the European location and which plays

such-an important role i,the program. ',For another,

the logistics of attempting to 'co- ordinate the

Academic Travel program for an excessively large

student body would require changes incompatible
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with the assigned purposes of this important facet

of the Franklin experience. We have thus concluded

that growth, even if possible, would not enhance

the quality of education offered at this time.

4) The College experienced a 29% increase in enroll-

ment betweeri the academic years 1970-71 and 1971-72-

'From11971-72 to 1972-73, the growth was 26%, and

from 1972 -73 to 1973-74 the growth was down to 4%.

Similar indications have shown a decline in appli-

cations for the 1974-75 academic year. It would,

theFefore, seem realistic not to expect continued

growth in enrollment given the above statistical

iriformation.

Student mobility has evidenced itself more and more

in past years as students have seen the advantages in

sEaLiTrng in more than one institution during undergraduate

years. Franklin College has somewhat suffered in the

past ap a result of this new wave of student mobility;

however, the College anticipates benefiting from this

phenomenon in the years to come. First, the .00- operative

agreement with Claremont Men's College resulted in a

strengthening of the College's academic program to

.,..90Comipodate advanced level students. Both the assoc-

iaion and the academic re-organization Of the Institute

for European Studies stimulated interest among students

from other colleges and universities in the United States.

Many of these students subsequely enrolled for one

semester. at Franklin College. As the word of mouth

spreads from present, and past students, and the College

more actively recruits students in this area, the high

rate of student transience at the College will be
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significantly reduced as they are replaced by new

students from other institutions. Fukthermore, the

course structur of the academic program has been

altered to incl e an increasing number of single semester

courses which a one-time existed almost exclusively.

Although the above situation might be expected to

improve the preditikabiiity of full enrollment during

the nextsix years, it is doUbtful that it can be counted

on to justify a policy of continued growth at this time.

At a time when all available evidence points to a

new period of less than full growth for all segments of

the economy, it would seem most realistic for Franklin

College to project a static enrollment over the next six-

year period, or as long as the present trend continues.

Fortunately, at its present size and faculty complement,

the College remains flexible enough to adjust to the

reality of a fluctuating enrollMen.

The following statistical information is Offered

to give a more comprehensive picture of Franklin College

students.

ti



GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION pi STUDENTS BY ACADEMIC YEAR

Foreign Countries

ArOntina

1971-72

-

1972-73

-

1973-74

1

1974-75

-

Austria .- - 1 i 1

Belgium - - 1 1'
Bermuda 2 ,. 2 - 1

Brazil 1 1

Canada - 2 1 -

Columbia - - - 1

Czechoslovakia - - 1

Dominican Republic - 1.

Ecuador - - 1 -

England - 4 1 2

'Ethiopia 1 -

France 1 ,,,-

Germany 3 1 3 1

Holland - - - ' 1

Hong Kong - - 1

Hungary - - 1

India 1 1 -

Iran 2 2 . 5'' 6 \
Italw 2 6 8 4

Jamaica 1
1

Libya 1 1 1

Madagascar - 1 - ...

Mexico 2 '3 3

Nigeria - 1-
Pakistan 1 1 -

Philippines 1 1 1

Qatar - 1

Saudia Arabia 1 - 2

Spain 1 3 4 3

Switzerland 5 7 9 5

Turkey - ... - 1

Venezuela 1 1

Virgin Islands 1 - -

Yugoslavia 1

Total 23 39 45 36
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTr6 OF STUDENTS BY ACADEMIC YEAI

United States

Alabama
0, Alaska

Arizona
.-

Arkansas
California
ColOkado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
ebras

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

- - r

- 1 - ,

c - -

- -

16 17 29 25

5 4 5 6i

18 24 15 21
.. 1 1 -

6 13 8 8

1 - 1 -

1
o

,

- 3

- - -

2 6 5 7

- 2 - 2,

- 1 - 2

, - - - 2

2 - 1

- - - 1

1 1

5 3 3 1

8 8 8 4

3 1 1 2

1 2 - 3
J.

- 2 5 -

-

N - -

- 1

2

3Nevada V
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

York

North Dakota
North Carolina

Ohio
Oklahoma.
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. OF STUDENTS BY ACADEMIC YEAR

United States

Utah
Vermont
Virginia

_)Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

mic.Wyoming

District of Columbia
Puerto Rico

Total

1971-72

3

-
..,

1

Z
-
1

-

-

2
--

1972-73

6

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

1973-74

6

3

1.

-3

-

-

-

3

1

1974-75

-

2

2

1

-

-

2

. k.

'-116 147 153 . 147

TOTALS AND PERCENTAGES OF GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Students from

No.-% No.-% No.-% No.-%

Foreign Countries 23 16% 39 20% 45 22% 36 20%

Students from the .

United States 116 84% 147 80% 153 :78% 147 80%
---..

Total 139 100% 186 100% 198 100% 183 100%
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COUNSELING

Personal

The Orientafioin Program at the College starts in

September soon after the students arrive in Lugano'.

Briefings are held for small groups of students accord-

ing to, the program or class in which they are enrolled.

Primary emphasis is plachd on the need for cultural

empathy on the student's pait as the vital basis for

success,. personally and academically, throughout his

stay in Lugano and his travels in Europe. Basic in-
.

formation about Swiss customs and life-style is given

in addition to practical information on shopping,

banking, local transportation, automobile fegula,tions,

and other matters of interest and importance. An

"Information.Kit" containing much of the information is

provided to all students during orientation for their

further use. Much time is also spent in explaining the

necessary steps for obtaining and getting-settled in an

apartment. A polling of students indicates that re-

action to the Or-dntation Program is "average" to "good".

Several students suggested that a meaningful addition

would be the inclusion of one or two talks on Swiss

customs and attitudes by residents of the Lugano area.

The briefings, noted above, argi the manner in which

they open further informal contacts with administratdrg

and faculty do much in staving off the worst effects of

culture shock which students frequently experience in

their new international location.

The College assumes the responsibility of obtaining
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a Swiss residence permit for each student. During thin

orientation period, the initial information needed for such

permits is obtained from all students.

Because of the unique nature of the College, given
6

its geographic location, its size and its profound in-

terest in the individual, personA counseling is carried

on by all members of the College community. This includes

faculty, administrators, and other members of the College

staff. Such counseling is an on-going element that pro-

vides assistance to students in all areas of their life,,

be it personal, financial, emotional, or even advice as

basic as the purchase of food and other consumer items.

,Consulting physicians are available whenever the need

for medical assistance is indicated. Exit interviews

are conducted by the Dean of Students for all students

leaving the College in unusual circumstances.

As the enrollment of the. College increases and

the appointment of an additional administrator becomes

finantial feasible, it is recognized that the services

of a professionally trained counselor would be valuable.

The duties and responsibilities of such a person would

strengthen and co-ordinate the personal counseling which

is presently being adequately attended to by faculty,

administrators, and other staff members at the College.

Academic

Since the academic year 1973-74, registration at

the College is an individualized process. Each student,

having returned a pre-registration form during the

summer, is briefed.by the instructor about course
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requirements, contents, and what may be expected of a

student in.the course. Each department sets up registra-

tion and information desks for a day at the beginning

of a semester where students may obtain course outlines

and ask questions of instructors prior to registering

on class lists. When a travel period follows-closely

the beginning of a semester (as is often the case in

the 2nd semester') registration for academic travel may

take place at the same time. This permits the counseling

of students to co-ordinate travel plans with course

choice. Small classes and a favorable faculty-student

ratio make it pqssible for the teaching staff to con-

tinue their academic advisement through the entire

course of study.

The responsibility of monitoring a student's pro-

gress'toward degree requirements rests with the Academic

Dean. Two to three hours of the daily work time of the

Dean's Office are devoted to academic counseling, either

at the request of the Dean or-on-the volition of the

student.

The total weight of the Franklin academic

counseling program may best be assessed by a comparison

between the number of sophomores in their 4th semester

at Franklin who received the Associate in Arts Degree

and the total number of potential degree candidates in

this category. Such a comparison made for the Class of

19744.s favorable, showing that of a total of 38 four

semester sophomores, 30 met the degree r quirements,

5 failing to gain sufficient credits, and 3 not meeting

the G.P.A. requirement. Three of those having in-
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sufficient credits returned for the 1st semester of the
1111,

current academic year an did, in fact, receive their

.degrees in January, 1975.

Transfer

All-students at the College follow a course of

study designed to meet transfer and admission requirements

of United States colleges and universities. With this

objective as its purpose, the College,meets its respons-

ibility by having the services of a College Counselor
.

whose sole duty is to work with the students in respect

to their future college and educational objectives.

Starting early in the academic year, all sophomores are

individually interviewed regarding such plans. College

guides and,a large library of catalogs are available to

the students. Interviews continue through the year,

both by appointment and on a drop-in basis. As appli,c-

ation deadlines approach for senior institutions, re-

minder notices are sent to all sophomores who have not

yet finalized their plans for the coming year. Similar

service and consultation is also available to those

freshmen and institute students whose plans do not in-

clude a second year at Franklin College. Important

liaison work is continued each year by the President

and other members of the staff with those colleges that

have enrolled Franklin students as well as those in

'which new student interest has been developed.

In the future, an effort must be made to stimulate

students who plan to return to Franklin to make several

college visitations during the time they may spend in

the States. This exposure would be most useful to
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students when making their senior college selections,

particularly due to the time and distance factor:

SERVICES

Housing

The College has consistently placed a igh premium

on a living arrangement for students conducive to the

fullest exploit&tion of being in Europe and the fdrther-

ance of personal responsibility andmaturity. As a

result, point 5 of the statement of Purposes specifically

commits the College to: "A residence arrangement which.

encourages maximum exposure to the day-to-day realities

of the local Swiss-Italian community". It is implemented'

in the following manner:

Well before the start of the academic year, the

student receives a comprehensive summer mailing which

includes a detailed statement on the residence arrange-

ment. Students are alerted to the fact that the College

has proceeded to make a short-term reservation for them.

in an inexpensive pension near the College. In this way,

all students during the first few weeks are brought into

contact with each other close to the campus, There are

two distinct benefits in this procedure.

First,, students get their first chance at getting

to know fellow students and to begin the important task

of selecting a room-mate. Second, it permits the College

to start tob operate its Housing Service by taking inte-

rested students to selected apartments and houses. In

the.majority of cases, landlords have been dealing,, with

Franklin College and its students over a period of time

and have agreed to the signing of an Italian/English

- 72
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rental contract, drawn up by the College as a means of

safeguarding both landlords and students. The College,

throughout the entire period that the student is in

attendance, regards its role as one of mediator and

helper in case, of isunderstandings and difficulties.

The College oes not foresee a ret'rn to the in loco

parentis rdle. a consequence, independent residence

will continue to be regarded as an important element in

the overall Franklin experience.

Housing Problems

The College has encountered.a number of problems

with the independent residence arrangement.~

1) Many students, particularlylthose coming to the

College from a highly sheltered and rigid school

environment, incur considerable difficulties in

adjusting to the amount of freedom involved. It

is not uncommon for this kind of student to be

excessive in his personal habits, to neglect his

studies, or to fall into homesickness and longing

for a more structured environment. Happily, the

smallness of the College makes it possible for

these students to be detected early and remedial

action initiated. Frequently such action is not

always successful, and a ntmber of students leave.

However, some students who have been able to make

the necessary adjustment during the first semester

begin to function all the, better during the second,

both as a student and as a human being.

2) Lugano and the Italian speaking part of Switzerland

represent the more morally - rigid' and socially
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immobile element in the overall Swiss make-up:

Therefore, the clash with values and habits ad-

opted by young Americans, in general, is all the

more keenly felt. In the majority of cases, with

a couple of years' experience behinthem, Swiss

landlords are likely to become somewhat more

understanding. The College recognizes this and

seeks to make the resolution of these problems

part of each individual student's learning

experience.'

3) The continued devaluation of the U.S. dollar has

increased the stresses on the overall independent

residence arrangement as far as the AS.ic cost is

concerned. Whereas the independent residence'

arrangement was significantly less expensive in

1970 than any supervised arrangement the College

would have been able to offer on'its own, this

is no longer the base. Should this financial

deterioration continue, the College intends to

meet the challenge by offering a supervised resi-

dence to those students wishing to reduce resi-

dence costs while at the College.

4) Lugano, with approximately 30,000 permanent resi-
4

dents, represents a 'relatively small community and

one which shows a high concentration of landlords

controlling a relatively large number of dwellings.

In any given year, a number of landlords have in-

dicated to the College that, on account of un-

acceptably great difficulties with students, they

would no longer be interested in renting their

places to Franklin students. As a result,the
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Housing Service has experienced a tangible decrease

in the number of landlords willing to continue to

work with the College. Projected over the next

few years, this might result in a scarcity of

reasonable accommodations. This is probably the

most serious drawback in the independent residence

arrangement, and one which the College intends to

meet over the short-term by an increased vigilance

and more direct intervention with the Franklin

students.

Possible Solutions

In the face of the above difficulties and conscious

of its obligation to safeguard the availability of

rbasonable accOmmodatiam to all of its students, the

College has begun negotiations for the rental of its own

residence facIlities. This has become doubly desirable

on account of the possibility of summer programs for

which.the College would clearly require its own residence.

At present, all of these negotiations envision the rental

of an entire hotel or pension. Such. residence space

would be made available to students wishing to take

advantage of a College-sponsored residence arrangement.

While it would have been possible to conclude an

arrangement with a hotel or pension for"the second

semester of the 1974/75 academic year, the setting up of

a college-operated residence facility is envisioned" only

for the fall of 1975. In light'of a very weak response

by students when asked to indicate on a questionnaire

whether they might wish to avail themselves of,a resi-

dence arrangement of this kind, the College is proceeding

cautiously in the selection of a fuli time residence facility.
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The College and theemajority of its students are

conscious of both the advantages and limitations of the

independent residence arrangement. Though the problems

could soon outweigh the benefits, the Administration

enjoys full freedom in exploring meaningful alternatives.

This is made all the more favorable by the crisis which

is presently affecting Switzerland, and particularly the

Lugano hotel industryr and which translates into a

number of interesting offelcs for the rental of entire

hotel fAcilities at advantageous rates. In view of

this, the College is confident that it will be able to

meet future difficulties in this area with success and

without a negative effect on the quality of the ekerall

academic and social experience.

Bookstore

Texts, workbooks and art supplies, are sold on a

cash basis in the bookstore located in.the Franklin

ResourcelCenter between the Auditorium and the Library

,Reading Room. The bookstore is open in the morning-;

Monday through Friday. It is staffed by the Administrative

Assistant who is responsible to the Administrative Dean.

During the first ten days of each semester,,bookstore

hours are extended into the afternoon to allow students

ample time to purchase texts and supplies. Used texts

are pUrcha4d the end of the semester and during the

first ten days of each semester.

Food Service
\

.

The Col*ge restaurant, called the "Grotto del

Zio Ben'!, is located adjacent to the Resource Center.
'

It serves continental breakfast at 9 a
li,

.m. and a hot

lunch from. 11.30 to 2 p.m.(\ There are soda, coffee
i.
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r and cigarette vending machines available in the Grotto

which is opened to students throughout the day and

evenings until 10.00 p.m.

Mail Service

Each student has a key locking'mail box of the

type used by the Federal Post Office of Swi,tzerland,

located in the student lounge building, adjacent to the

faculty parking lot. Letters and other correspondence

are distributed by 10.30 a.m. each weekday, and the

/ office stays open from 8.30-a.m. to 10.30 a.m. for

students to take delivery of registered letters and

packages. The mail service also expedites 'inter-college

correspondence between the administration,-faculty and

students. This includes the, return of academic 'work,

the distribution of office notices and phone messages.-

ATHLETICS AND EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Franklin College does not sponsor intercollegiate

athletics. However, it attempts to provide its students

with a good selection of athletic opportunities, in-

cluding such team sports as soccer, basketball and

volleyball. Skiing, swimming, tennis, horteback riding,

and judo, provide students with more individualized sports.

A soccer field is available when needed and the Terzerina

Gymnasium in Lugano is rented for the tie of the basket-

ball and volleyball teams. Skiing areas are from 15'
=if

minutes to four hours away, depending on weather con-

ditions. Although the Dean of Students presently plans

and co-ordinates the athletic program, as well as

coaching three sports on a volunteer basis, i.kt would be

Most desirable to have a part-time gymn teacher who
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would have the.responsibility of offering more

individualized direction.

A sampling of student opinion in icat6san interest

in the increase of athletiC activities and the desire

for mo 6 oppoitunities'for participation. R\inning

counte to this opinion is the logixtical problem of

students living in independent hopsing arrangements,

often at some distance' from the campus, who-find it

.difficult to meet the scheduled practice meetings of

team sports.

Playing a larger role in.the life of the student are

the available,recreational activities that fit somewhat

more easily into the student's overall schedule. Leading

these in terms bf participation are hiking and skiing.

In the more favorable weather of autumn and. Opring,t1hiking

is an extremely popular activity. Wisp a short distance

of the campus there aresmany beautiful areas for such

hikes. During the, winter month/, skiing outings have

the,same degree of popularity. Consequently, on an

average of three of four weekends per month thrbtghout

the entire achoollyear, a large portion of the student

body takes advantage of the hiking or skiing trips

accompanied by a member of the faculty.

A continuous listing of available activities and

:retreational trips is regularly posted on the bulletin

board the Mail Room.

.The deVelopment of a Student Committee may bring

into foes further student needs and desires with

respect'to what additional athletic and recreational

programs should be offered by the College.
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FRANKLIN STUDENT ASSOCIATION

The Franklin College Student Association was founded

in 1970 to respond to the need for an organization which

would serve not only future College alumni, but also

past students from Fleming,College and the American

School Postgraduate Program. A large proportion of

this latter group strongly. identified their educational

experiences with the teachers and administrators who

founded Franklin College. Though not actually College

alumni,, they wi§h to stay closely in touch with

fellow students and the international experience fos-

tered at Franklin College.

The Franklin Student Association Bulletin is

regularly sent to all alumni, friends and ex faculty

memo !s. It contains articles covering all aspects of

College activitiAs, as well-as extensive class notes

'regarding the personal activities of former students.'

It also serves to ke

oneganothet, and helps to solicit. contributions. To

date, contributions have been requested in the form

duesor specific gifts to the library or buildingiunds.

In the future, solicitations will be directed towards

alumni and friends in touch with

a general Annual Giving Fund, thoUgh. donors will still

have the prerogative to choose between the library and

a general fund. Such solicitations are administered by

the Alumni Secretary in conjunction with the President's

Office.,

The Bulletin is sent out to 360 alumni, 583 friends

and 27 ex faculty. Of these, 74 alumni, 122 friends- and
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several faculty members have contributed in the form
. of dues, gifts, or books. As an incentive to continue

donating, the Bulletincs mailed to 'contributing Assoc-

iation Members by air. In 1974, donatifig members also

received a free copy of the Franklin College Calendai'.

This policy will continue in the future.

To date, the cost of maintaining the Student

Associations has been largely funded through dues which

cover printing, mailing, and the general operating costs

of the Alumni Office. The Secretary's salary has been

provided for from the College budget. With the change

to the Annual Giving Program, the College will include

the annual operations of the Association in its regular

budget.

The Student Association has an Executive Council

which meets` at least once a year with the President in

New York City. Members are appointed by the President

of the College in conjunction with the Alumni Secretary

and the Executive Council. Alumni and friends are select-

ed who are deemed able to give the most help and

have shown the,greatest interest in the College. The

President keeps in touch with the Executive Council by

mail between meetings, and makes an effort to meet or

talk individually with Council members while in the

United States. Although Council members have been called

upon to assist in recruiting and alumni relations, they

will eventually, be called upon to take an active role

in the fund raising program. It is hoped that the

Student Association Executive Council will eventually

provide future members to the Board of Trustees.
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The Student Association regularly sponsors reunions

for alumni and friends in the United States and Europe.

.
During-the past five years, an annual reunion has been

held in New York City, Boston, and Washington D.C. Re-

unions have been well attended. 75 invitations were

mailed for the last reunion in New York, in an effort to

keep the numbers down. Almost 100 people arrived at the

party, indicating the closeness and allegiance of the

alumni body to the College. Apart from these major

reunions, smaller gatherings have been held in Cleveland,

Atlanta, Denver, Los Angeles, Dallas, Chicago, Houston,

Indianapolis, Miami, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Philadelphia,

Providence, Richmond, Putney, St. Louis,°Salt Lake City,

San Antonio, San FranciscO, Seattle, Winston-Salem,

Williamstown, London, Paris and Lugano.

Recognizing'the important part that alumni and

friends play in the area of recruitment, public relations,

development, and future.strength, great emphasis is placed

upon a very personal relationship with members of the

Association constituency. No letter arrives at the College

from a former student which does not have a personal

letter in reply to it from the President, another

administrator, the Alumni Secretary, or a faculty member.

Every donor receives a personal letter of thanks'and,

in the case of a gift to the library, the name of the

book purchased is personally inscribed with the name

of the donor. This time consuming procedure has met

with great success, especially as far as ongoing

contributions are concerned. Alumni visiting the College

are surprised and pleaseWtofind that the book they
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donated is on the shelf. Visiting alumni and friends

are always entertained personally during theit stay in

Lugano.

Effort will be made to continue the-development of

the Franklin Student Association in a manner which will

convince alumni and friends of the sincere interest the

College has in their present and future activities. In

this way, it is hoped that the institution will build a

solid foundation for future development, as alumni take

their place as contributing members of society.

O
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CHAPTER IV

FACULTY AND TEACHING

FACULTY

The College is dedicated to "the education of a new

kind of international citizen for the last quarter of

the 20th century". Through its stated Purposes and

Objectives the College spells out its belief that cos-

mopolitan attitudes are becoming more and more of an

imperative as the world grows toward increasing inter-

dependence and integration. The curriculum and programs

are the tools tp impleMent this objective. The faculty

member, however, is ultimately the one responsible for

handling these tools. On the faculty rests the final

measure of the institution's success.

Faculty Selection

Proper selection of faculty able to supply this

special brand of international instruction, both on and

off'campus, is obviously of prime importance to the

development of the institution. The following qualities ;)

and qualifications are thus sight when recruiting new

faculty members:

1) Academic competence: preferably M.A. or Ph.D. or
the European equivalent.

2) Proven or potential teaching excellence.

3) Ability, to relate easily to students in a personalized
and informal academic atmosphere.

4) Of European origin, or having long standing fami3liarity
with the European continent, its languages and life
styles.

tz,
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5) Overall commitment to the Purposes and Objectives
of the institution.

Faculty Composition

It shbuld be stated that from the outset the

College has placed the highest premium on building a tore

of full-time faculty. -A group of educators with a long-

term commitment and loyalty to the College and its ideas,

carry the bulk of the teaching load and organize and lead .

the academic trips. Students can count on their faculty's

regular availability outside classroom teaching hours,

not only on campus but also in their homes, during the

week and on weekends, for excursions, hikes, or field

trips. The following chart of Faculty turnover indicates

this stability and long term commitment of the Franklin

College faculty.
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FACULTY TURNOVER

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1975-76

p
Total Faculty 15

Returning Faculty 10

New Faculty 5

Not Returning Faculty
from Previous. Year

ViisitingProfessors

O

26 . i 26 21

14 19 ) 20

11 9 1
(1)

6

1 2

Not Re-appointed 4
(3) 3(4)

Resigned 1

Leave of absence

Footnotes to chart:

1) Refers to Dr. Vera, Bini, who returned trom 1972-73

21 Refers to part-time instructor in History of Photography
and African Art not re-appointed for poor teaching

quality,

3) Refers to one full-time instructor in Economics and

three part-timers respectively in Italian Language
(Mr. 4uliani), in Psychology (Dr. Staude), and in
Ecology (Dr. Ferrini). All four were not re-appointed
for two main reasons: poor quality of te- aching; lack
of understanding of and loyalty to the college ideals

and style.

4) Refers to interim full-time Italian Language instructor
(Mrs. Baumgartner), who was replaced by Dr- Bini who
resumed her 'post. The other two instructors were
part-timers in the field of Film Production (Mr. Hermann)
tnd Music-Mathematics (Mr. Gunther) who were not re
appointed due to 'budget restrictionddn the wake of

the economic crisis.
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The College'l objective of maintaining a core of
,

full-time faculty members has greatly benefited the

institution's stability and academicreputation. It has

also stimulated alumni loyalty to and continued identity

with Franklin College andits international goa16.

?The faculty for the 1974-75 academic year is com-

posed of 21 members,, 11 of whom are full-time and 10 of

whom are part-time. The development of the faculty

during the past five years of operation is charted below.,

FULL AND PART-TIME FACULTY BREAKDOWN
4

1970-71 190-72 1972-73 1973-74 1975-75

Total faculty

Full-time
,t>

Part-time

10

7

3

15

8

7

'

26

10 a

16
(1)

26

11

,

15

(1)

(2)

21

11 (3 )

10

Footnotes to chart:

1) This includes one visiting.Professor from Claremont
Men's College.

2) This includes ore visiting Professor from Geneva's
Institut des Hautes.Etudes Internationales.

3), This figure includes Mr. Frank, who, although carrying
only four semester courses, sponsors tfao.adademic
trips per y and'through his intensive involvement
with students a participation in faculty governance,
must be considere a full-time faculty member.

O

ACADEMIC DEGREES -'1974-75 FACULTY

Special
Diplomas B.A. or M.A. or
below B.A. Equivalent Equivalent Ph.D.

All faculty 1 3. 9 .8

Full-time 1 4 6
Part-time . 1 2 5 2
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The present 21 faculty members have an average of

14 ye'irs of teaching experience. This includes teaching

at graduate, undergraduate, and the high school level.

Broken down into full-time and part-time categories, the

length of teaching 4xperience for full-tim faculty

members is 11.7 years, and part -time facul y members is

16.6 years.

FACULTY AGE BREAKDOWN

1974-75 ,Total Number Average Age

Administrators 4 365
Full-time faculty 11 41.9
Part-time faculty
including Administrators 10 47.D

who teach part-time

College faculty members are expected to actively

involve themselves beyond teaching duties and accept the

responsibility of organizing co-curricular and extra-
.

curricular ''C'tivities. Many of these activities include

sports and outdoor weekend excursions. In future

faculty recruitment, emphasis will be placed-upon selecting

individualS who are not only qualified,educators, but who

are also physicaj.ly and culturally active members of

society.

To make the Colleg4 program,truly international,

faculty has, as a rule, been recruited from as many
szs

different nafional backgrounds as possible. U.S.

nationals account for 52% of the, total faculty. 'The

majority of U.S. faculty members can be explained by the

difficulties' encountered in finding suitable candidates

for college level teaching in English among,academicallyA7
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trained people from Europe, the Middle East or Africa.

The present faculty composition outlined below is

acceptable; however, emphasis should be placed upon

increasing international representation. Future hiring

policies will bear this clearly in mind.

COMPOSITION OF FACULTY BY NATIONALITY (1974-75)

Belgium 1

Egypt 1.

France 1

Germany
Great Britain 4

Italy 1
U.S.A. 11
Switzerland 1

Total 21

Faculty Distribution and Teaching oads

The following chart shows the distribution of the

faculty in fiVe departments or areas of study. It mulct

be noted that some figures will overlap since occasionally

a full-time faculty member may offer 4 semester courses

in one departMent and two in another. In such a situation,

the facultymember is counted as full -time in the first

department and ap part-time in the second.

DEPARTMENTAL DISTRIBUTION OF FACULTY

1970-71
f.t. p.t.

1971-72
f.t. p.t.

1972-73
f.t. p.t.

1973-74
f.t. p.t.

1974-75
f.t. p.t.

gOC SC 1 3 1 3 1 7 3 5 2 3

CIV 2 1 I 2 4 2 4 2 3 2 2

LANG 2 - 2 1 3 1 3 - 3 -

LIT 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 2

ART 1 1 3 2 3 3 3 4 2 4
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The minimum contractual teaching load of a full-

time facultymember is nine contact hours per week.

This amount, in the terms of the contract "is modifiable.

by mutual agreement in accordance with departmental

standards". In practice, a full-time load on a year

basis would be seven courses, representing nine contact

hours per week one semester and twelve contact hours

per week another semester. In the departments of

Social Sciences, Civilization, and Literature, this

load is commonly the rule, if one disregards occasional

course sectioning. Such sectioning occurs only in the

case of excessive enrollment. In the Language and Art

departments, teaching loads tend to be larger.. Be-

ginning Language courses are almost always sectioned

into two or three classes.

AVERAGE TEACHING LOADS PER YEAR

'1970-71

Average Number
of Semester
Courses for

1971-72 1972 -73 1973 -74 1974-75

Full and Part, 6.7 6.4 4.6 4.4 '5.6
Time Faculty
Members

Average Number
of Semester
Courses for 7.4 8.1 7.5 6.8 6.9
Full-Time Q.

Faculty Members
Only

Average Number
of Semester
Courses for 4.0 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.5
Part-Time
Faculty Members

- Only

4
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Teaching Administrators

Franklin College was founded as a collegial

organization in which all administrators accepted

teaching responsibilities in addition to their '

administrative duties. This original precept has per-

petuated itself over the last five years of the

College's develdpment with obvious success. All

administrators are teachers and, as such, retain full

faculty status. This mode of- operation fostered-'

closer associations on all levels of the institution's N..

organizational structure and has permitted the rapport

necessary to effectively carry out the Franklin College

program.

Even though administrative teaching loads have been

progressively reduced over the last five years, this

important characteristic of the College program will be
continued.

Currently, the President teaches one semester

course, the Administrative Dean two semester courses,

the Academic Dean two semester courses, and the Dean of

Students, who also serves as the Chairman of the Language

Department, teaches a full time load of course offerings

in French.

Conclusion

Recent Swiss Government limitations on foreign

labOr has resulted in stringent policies on the issuing
of new work permits. The degree to which Franklin

College,'as 'an educational Foundation under Swiss law,

may be exempt from these limitations is pregently being
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clarified. As of this writing, the College's case is

under special review by the Cantonal commission of

Ticino responsible for Special decisions in these

matters. There have been some assurances that Franklin

College will receive special consideration on the
.

strength of tie following circumstances.

a) The College requires few replacements of
work permits each year.

b) The College is of distinct commercial benefit

to the local community.

c) ,
The College has legal status as *non-profit
Foundation subject.to the control of the Depart-

ment of the Interior of the SWiss Federal
Government.in Berne.

For the present, it is felt that the CO-liege is

fortunate to have a significant number of loyal and 1

committed full-time faculty members, All efforts will

be expended to retain these important individuals while
r.

continuing to rely upon.the large number of part-time

educators available in the immediate area of the College.

Should the Swiss Government make an unfavorable decisidn

regarding new work permits for the College, the basic

academic program" of the institution will fort ^oately be

preserved due to the reliable core of presently employed

full and part-time faculty members.

9
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TEACHING

Student-Faculty Ratib

The Colldge recognizes that teaching, in its

broadest sense, happens both inside and outside the

classroom. Thus, the faculty works toward the double

goal of achieving the highest quality of course in-
4

struction and of making themselves available to students

for frequent informal contact,-both of an academic and
of a'personal nature. The Travel Program-and the trad-

ition of entertaining students in faculty homeg are

both ways,in which faculty and studdnts become acquainted

and share the "European experience" within and beyond.

the sphere'of academics. With this in.mind, primary

instituti9nal emphasis has been placed upon-maintaining

a low student-faculty ratio. The following chart indi-

cates the extent to which this objective has been a
. ,

success.,

STUDENT - FACULTY RATIO

Ratio'students to

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

total facul 1/9 .1/9 1/6 1/6 1/7

Ratio students,tb
full-time faculty
and full-time
adtinistrators

1/9 1/12 1t12 1/11 1/11

the above chart indicates that the ratio of total

faculty to students' has improved over the past.five years.

On the other hand, the ratio based only on full-time

faculty and administrators has moved from 1/9 to 1/11.

In a,normal cbllege situation, the first row \of figures
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could be misleadinglin that they include part-time

faculty who are expected to be re4u rly

available to students outside of clas chin

times. At Fryklin, howeyer, practice has shown

that a maj o -time faculty members willingly
emselves beyond contractual obligations. At

anY rate, the lower fi re does separate full-time

faculty members and t ing-adMinistrators,all of whom

Are contractually expected to be. available to students

on a regular basis&

Class Size

As a general policy, Franklin College endeavours'to

use personalized methods of dialogue and discussion as

far as'possible in the classroom. To this end, the

College attempts to keep class size as small as possible.

With the exception of the Auditorium, all classrooms are

arranged in a seminar format to encourage intellectual

exchange between student and faculty. An informal

,atmosphere is fostered in which faculty members and

students can share knowledge and discuss questions

raised.

With faculty teaching loads well within the norms

suggested by the official publications of the American

Association of College Professors, the College believes

it lives up to its stated goals of personalized teaching,

allowing sufficient degree of faculty availability both
ki&

in and out of the classroom. Occasionally, faculty

undertake additional tutorials or individual independent

study projects on a one-to-one basis. These are
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offered for either remedial work or for "a specialized

interest not kovpi.ed in the College's normal course

offerings.

The followihg chart indicates the extent to which_

the institution's desire to limit-class size has been

a success.

r

\-r
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k
. CLASS SIZE FALL SEMESTER 1974-75

SOCIAL SCIENCES'

Introduction to Pol.Sci
Introduction to Int'l Relations
Comp. European Politics
Marx, LenIn and Mao
Towards a United Europe
Macroeconom4cs
International Economics
Comp. Econ. Systems
Business Principles
Basic Sociology

\
CIVILIZATION

Mediterranean Civ
Medieval and Reny
19th Century Eurbpe
Survey of West Phi
Russian Civil ati
Religions of an

13
23

/ 9,

/ 20
1

a
7

20

44

izat
Euro

LANGUAGES

French I
II
III
IV

French Grammar

GerMall I
II
III

Review

?\,

on
e

sophy

GRAND

L:

TOTAL:

4

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:
TOTAL:

4

167 Average 16.7 per class

28
22
9

32

23
32

146 Average 24.3 per :class

9

18
15
7

7

39

25
12

10

54

25

23
27

13

4

87
189 Average 14.5 per class
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LITERATURE

Comp. Classical Literature
Shakespearian Drama
Celtic Literature
Germanic European Literature
English Literature
19th C. Russian Literature
Literature of Culture Shock,
Creative Writing'

16
6

15
10

11
16

8

9

Average 11.3 per classTOTAL: 91

ART
ART HISTORY; THEORY AND MUSIC

Arts of Ancient Greece 7

Byzantine Art ) 11
Medieval Art

.
.

15
Arts of Italian Renaissance, 12
Western European Painting 15
20th C.. European Painting 16
Psychology of Art 13
Survey of Western MusiC4 13

TOTAL: 102 Average 12.7 per class

STUDIO ARTS

Foundation Studies 18
Oil Painting 6

Ceramics 15
Etching 6

Photography 10
Community Chorus .6

TOTAL: 63 Average 10.5 per class
ART TOTAL: 165 Average 11.7 per class

TOTAL ENROLLMENT IN ALL CLASSS (Excl. Tutorials and Indep):
758. Average size of class : 14.8
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Teaching Methods on Campus

Within Franklin's general policy of teaching via

dialogue and discussion, in preference to large amounts

of formal lecture, each instructor may select his own

texts, arrange his own schedule, of assignments, and

approaCh his courses withCwhatever emphasis, ideas

and strategies, he chooses. Faculty,' in all departments,

4 make use of the system of individual conferences to

complement class instruction.

Faculty members are"free to experiment as they

wish, so long as the course evaluations indicate that

their approaches are reasonably fruitful with the

students. Thoughtful -innovation is encouraged as long

as it serves to better the academic quality of the

Franklin experience. On a day-to-day basis, instructors
r

,are'loosely supervised. They are asked to submit copies

of syllabi, quizzes, exams, and paper assignments, for

the College's permanent files. Tutorials and independent

study courses are now being treated as regular courses

in that files are kept containing outlines of each

individual offerings in this format.

In 1974, an informal department by department study

was conducted to help instructors equalize work loads -

given students from course to course. The studies were

also aimed at avoiding inequality between "easy and "tough"

courses, often resulting in Severe imbalances in course

registrations. In keeping with the Franklin spirit, the

results of this study were informally presented in

faculty meetings after analysis h4d previously taken

place on the Departmdht level.

-. 97 -
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Tea hing Method Off Campus

In addition to the-formal Academic Travel Program,

the College tries to-search for ways of using "Europe'

as a classroom", discovering resources within the

local community and opportunities for co-curricular

field trips within Switzerland and Northern Italy,

Thus, a "Towards a United Europe" class may have a

meetinc with the local branch of the Italian Communist

Party in Varese at a point when that class material is

covering immediate post World War II turmoil over

Communist participation in various West European Govern-

ments. The "Introduction to International Business"

class will meet with an international, Milan based,

brokerage firm. A class dealing with "19th Century

European History" will, for the section on Italian

Unification, go to the MuAeum of the Risorgimento in

Milan, and visit nearby battlefield's at Magenta and

Custozza. Art History classes obviously find limit-

less field trip possibilities, particularly in the

Romanesque churches of Lombardy and the Ticinb,,.and

various other RenaissanCe landmarks all over Northern

Italy.

The search for close course co-ordinated co'

curricular activities is an ongoing process, drawing

from the imagination of individual f4ac1ty members,

their contacts in the area, and their language facil-

ities, .to act as viable on-the-spot interpreters and

guides in the student's exposure to these various

facets of European life and culture.
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Methods of Evaluation

In keeping with the.Collecie's policy of individual

responsibility among faculty for doursespinstructors

are free to Use whatever methods of evaluation and

testing they deem appropriate to the material,

and the course level. The end-of-semester examination

period tends tcoinvolve a eal mixture of a tivities,

including written and indi dual oral exams, papers,

take-hpme exams, presentations of portfolios and art

work. Most instructors, in evaluating a student's

performance,take intoconsideration written work,

participation in class discussions, attendance, and

such intangibles 4s effort, consistency', improvement,

During the last three semest the College has made

a concerted effort to standardi e grading from course

to course. This is particularly important in.view of

the varied backgrounds of the faculty. Oral and

written description .of the meanings of each grade

within the American system have been made. These

descriptions have been followed with a statistic 1

picture of the grade distributions each semester.

This has. nabled the individual faculty member tO see

Whether he was tending toward more stringent or more'

lenient grading evaluations in comparison to the

College and his colleagues as a whole. One result of

this study was a visible drop in the ,number of A's

awarded in the Language, Literature and Art departmeXts,

but no significant shift in the overall grading

practice over the four previous years of operation.

Given the different national backgrounds of the faculty '
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and the still too varying amounts of workloads atthched

to erent courses, uniforMity of grading standards

is still considered an important issue. The issue will

play an important part of future curri um committee

meetings.

4
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OVERALL GRADE PERCENTAGES FOR ACADEMIC YEAR
.-

1970-71

A 14.6%
B 38.1

34.2
D 8.2
F 4.7

.13 0,1

I

1971-72

15.8%
40.2
33
6.8
3.9
0.9'

1972 -73 1973-74

18.2% 15%
36.5 36.6
31.3 29.7
7.3 8.4
1.5 3.7
1.7 2.9
2.5 3

0.6 0.3

GRADE PERCENTAGES PER DEPARTMENT ACAD.

A B .

SOC SC 14.7% 38.9%
CIV 21.5 43.3'i

LANG 23.8 42.9
LIT 19.4 33.7
ART 17.1 42.9
SPEC 11.1 22.2

C D F

31.1% 6.3% 3.5%
28.4 4.9 0.9

20.7 6.5 1.0

3514 8 0.5
26.9 5.2 .0.4

16.6 11.1/ -

GRADE PERCENTAGES PER DEPARTMENT ACAD.

A B C D F

SOC SC 15.3% 33.8% 28% 12.6% 8.8%

CIV 19.9 34.3 40.6 2.9 1.6

LANG 15.1 "55,5 , 20.8 2.2 '4

LIT 9.7 30 38.4 16.0 i 5.5
ART 10+.2 35.3 38.2 8.9 3.9

SPEC 25 12.5 - - - - 50 -

YE1R 1972,7-73

IW.' P

3.1% - % 1.6%
0.6 -
4.5

4 0.3
2.2 - 0.5
1.9 5.0 0.2
5.5 33.3

YEAR 1973-74

W P

1.1%
0.4 amis

% - %

1.7
0.6
12.5 2.6

4.0
3.0 3.9
2.0 - 2.9
Below 2.0

GRADE POINT AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION,

1971-72

23%
66%
12%

1972-73

1.8%
31.5%
55%
12%

10'6

1973-74

1.6%
24%
57%

) 16.5%



In the fall. of 1974, the College instituted the

trial policy of req i ing individual written comments

by the instructor on each student, in addition to and

as an explanation of the grade. These comment sheets

are issued at mid-semester without grades, and at

semester's end with grades. They are made in mult,iple

copies, and the student receives his own copy of each

comment, addressed to him personally, rather than

written in the third person. It is hoped that this

system of comments enhances the personal nature of the

education offered at the College and opens more fruit-

ful channels of dialogue between faculty d students.

Since the academic year 1972- 3, al faculty members

are regularly evaluated by stude4 nts. Usually, one

representative course per faculty, per semester, is

chosen. The Evaluation Questionnaire was drafted by an

Ad Hoc Faculty Committee in 1972, and with minor

alterations still serves today. Questionnaires are

administered by an outside person, usually a secretary,

wher-.he class is in session. The faculty member in-

volved always leaves thb room. The purpose of the

questionnaire is to give the individual instructor,

feedback on his methods, approach, availability and

capacity to stimulate the class. These evaluations

- are available to administrators or members of the faculty

committees should there be a question as to the

appropriateness or fundticin of ,a certain course within

the wider framework of'the curriculum. Questionnaires

have mostly been helpful to instructors revising their

cotKBes from year to year.

1Q2
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The folloWing chart gives some percentage evidence

0 of response to the questionnaire's first section. in

which students are asked to rate their instructor on a

scale from 1 to 5, with reference, to'variousqualitie's

of the instruction offered. On the whole, students were

found to be insuffidientfy critical.. This may have been

due to the small, personalized atmosphere of the in-

stitution and the, close, familiar relations existing

betweerl instructors and students. The student gets to

know his faculty members in many out of class situations

and disdoverg more facets df their individual person-

This, in turn, may make the student's judge-

ment on the instructor's class performance cloaked in

more subjective formg.

RESPONSE TO COURSE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Command of

1

Poor

2

Fair

3

Average

4

Good

5

Excellent

subjerct matter 0.4A 1.9% 3.9% 25.3% 68.38

Ability to
explain clearly 0.8 2.4 14.5 39.6 42.5

Preparation for
lecture or

, presentation ,03 10.5 30.0 57.4

Availability to
student° 0.4 2.3 18.5 37.9 40.7

Overall rating
of instructor 0.7 2.7 9.2 36.2 .50.9
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'Sinde. the. academic year f972-731' travel programs

have been evaluated. Upon return from academic travel,

-Students are_given an opportunity to .express.their*

egbaluation:,of the preparato2T-meetings organized_ by the

instructors, the trip oriented readingS, the correlation

o course material to the itinerary; the quality-of the

visits and Meetings, and.the effectiveness and avail-

ability of the instructor in his multiple role of guide,

inteilreter, and intervieWer. In addition, students are

asked questions relating to the travel paper, and the

degree to'which the travel experience enhances the class-

work. Finally, specific suggestions are elicited from

the students. These -suggestions have frequently served

to improve itineraries 9nd scheduled'meetings fbr future

trips. The quality'of various trips is often judged by (

the Students in very. uneven terms, and rightly so. Some
,

trips do not, entirely live up to the College's definition

that they offer students the kind of academic and

cultural insights they could not gain on their own.

Here again, the travel program is, 4hd6must remain,

subject to a constant search for updating and improvements,

Lsb-that sYncli*onization between on. and off campus

experiences may become more educationally meaningful

every year. 0

A common point of criticism igthe _lack of sufficient

preparatory 'meetings prior to departure. Faculty are

expected to organize a.minimum of three solid preparatory

sessions in order to inform students of the various points

of interest prominent in the itinerary, the cultural

environment they are about to enter, and specifically to
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the various individual topics of travel papers for

which the trip would be appropi'iate. time pressure

and student absenteeism at such meetings has mitigated

against-the full implementation of preparatory meetings

and has resulted in some of the negative,criticism on

this point.. The importance of on-campus pl'eparation

for academic travel is an area which must be more fully

recognized and strengthened by facult' members leading

trips in the future.
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CHAPTER V

PgYSICAL PLAT AND FACI,LITItS

Perhaps the most_ significant event in the history

of the College was the acqUisition of a long -term

lease on Villa Seise,- the new and larger campus in

Lugano occupied by the College in the spring of 1974.

The greater permanence and security of this lease, with

reasonable current terms and the eventual possibility

of a future purchase option, solved the College's most

serious weakness: the lack of an assured campus for the

1ong term. With the present campus now secure, the

College has undertaken steps to provide a physical plant

which not only meetsjhe needs of the present enrollment

and academic obligtions, but which will also serve to

accommodate future expansion. The campus is protected

by the Federal Commission on/Natural Beauties, and the

owners themselves are 'interested in the College's long-

range development.

THE CAMPUS

The Main Building

VillaSassa has a total of 23 ropms which have been
t.

cliVided into kwo large cl each seating up-to 25

people, a conferen om seating, 14 ..Dp42 one language,

classroom, one Ceramics studio, foVur fa ulty offices,

four administrative offices, three secretarial offices,

five bathrooms, two storage areas, and a sizeable open',

air terrace. The main building is centrally heated

throughout.
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The Atlantic Room

A separate structure_ adjacent to the main villa

has been made into a large lecture hall. It is equipped

with a stereo sound system and a ,small piano for music

classes.. Linked to the main building and the gatehouse

by.a covered arcade, it accommodates up to 25 students.

The Resource Center

The new Resource Center, completed in September

1974, stands in the lower garden of the College campus.

While providibg a modern and efficient study center, the

new building was designed to architecturally complement

the old world charm of Villa Sassaand the surrounding

park. The Resource Center Provides space for the Library,

the College book store, the Auditorium which seats 150

people, and is used as a classroom for all art history

'courses, a sound proof projection booth, a dark room, an

entrance vestibule and cloak room, and rest room facilities.

The' Art Studio

The main art studio, used for the teaching of all

studio arts and foundation courses, with the exception

of .ceramics, is located im the gatehouse. The area was

previously used as the greenhouse of the villa and is

centrally heated and insulated.for winter use. As des-

cribed earlier, the ceramics studio is located in the

main building; howeveil the kiln and glaze room occupies

a separate area just off the art studio.
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The Gatehouse u

J

The gatehouse includes three rooms which were
.4 . .

previously occupied.by the caretaker and his family.

Presently the area is not being used by the College;

however, plans are set to -remodel the area durin the

%'summer of 1975., The rooms will eventually be use to

provide additional office space for faculty and student

personnel.
a

The Student Lounge and Mail Room

A single structure, located to the left of the

main entrance, has been renovated to provide a student

lounge and mail room. Fully carpeted and heated, the

blinding has been equipped with an enclosed mail room

featuring key locked mail boxes of the type approved by

the Swiss Federal Post Office System. The building

affords ample space for casual recreation and is furnished

comfortably and equipped with a "juke box", "pinball",

and "table soccer" machines. Bulletin boards for College

and student announcements are located in the area.

The Campus Restaurant

The traditional family "grotto" and wine cellar

have been completely refurbished to create the campus

restaurant. Located in the IdWer garden in the-vicinity

of the Resource Center, the,"grotto" offers seating for

up to forty students in three rooms. One room is equipped

with kitchen appliances for.the preparations of simple

mealSand snacks. The restaurant facilities are presently

being operated by a local hotel. In addition to the

two main sitting areas, one of which has a fireplace, a

small back room is equipped with autarnatic hot and cold

drink dispensers and a cigarette machine.
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THE LIBRARY

Purpose

The library is responsible both for the acquisition,

organization, and distribution of its own legrning

material, and for the acquisition of other instructional

material such as textbooks and are slides for the

College curriculum.

The purpose of the .libraryis support the

following College activities:

1) To provide materials insupport of the curriculum.

2) To provide materials in suppor of the College's
academic. travel program and the travel papers
which each student must write

3) To provide the College commu ity with as m ny of
the resources of a general 1 rary as possible,
in that the College library i not augmen -d by
other English language public libraries in the
Local community.

To meet these objectiVes, the 1 rary has

expanded to the present 'total of 10,000

Library committee, composed of faculty members

peen

A

e

Librarian, has been-established to allocate a uisit on

funds and to guide theldevelopment of the 1 rarli.

Physical.Equipment

Founded in 1970, the Franklin Colleg- library is

now in its fifth year of operation and i, its third

different location. During this period the library

has expanded from a mare two thousand {olumes, inherited

from the predecessor Fleming College, o the current

10,000 volumes. The annual expansion to has therefore

been running at around 1500 volumes provi d by both
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purchase and donation.
d

The library is housed in the new Resourde Center

and consise3.df a large reading room, a stacks room,

and the Librarian's. office. The reading room contains

seating space for 60 students, over one-third of the

present student body. It also contains racks for the

display of current periodicals. the stack room is

.equipped with a new set Of metal:shelves which can be

expanded to hold up to 17,000 volumes. _Listening posts

are available where students can; listen to records or
,

cassette tapes, using the'headphones provided. The

rarian's office contains a 'Reference,section of

and 170 volumes and the 200 titles generally on

Reserve. The record and cassette collection of around

200*items is available from the Libr
I
rian's office. A

collection of over 4,000 art history slides is housed

in the Resource Center.

Resources

The library's collection has, been purposely built

to provide r ference material corresponding to the major

areas of ac emic interest in the curriculum. This has

meant that he library has concentrated its resources

in the field of European studies and has limited in-
,

vestment in other areas. The collection is strongest

in the general (areas of Lite9ature, with nearly 3000

volumes, and His ory and Social Sciences, each containing

over 1600 volumes. The Art Section, alt$ugh at 1100

'volumes not numerically as large, has received an equal

monetary emphasis. The Philosophy al,d Religion Section

numbers around 750 titles. Lastly; Science and
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Technology contains about 356 titles.

In all areas, the emphasis in acquisitions has

u8uall been on the European or international aspect

ofthe subject, while donations from alumni and friends

in ithe United States haAie often supplied an American

insight.' In addition, the need for materials related

to the College's academic travel 'program has led to

further emphasis on those particular countries to which

the College has consistently travelled. Thus, there is

more material on Italy, Germany, and France, than on

-,the more distant and less frequented countries like

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Tunisia. The library is,

however, attempting to increase its resources con-
.

cerning such countries.

It is anticipated that future funds will continue

to be channeled towards travel related research as well

as regular course needs. The library is still relatively

small and needs to develop its hdldings further in al-

most all subjects. This entails continuous building in

areas where the library is strong, as well as the

establishment of new sections to parallel the intro-

duction of new courses. For example, this academic

year, new collections have been started in the fields

of Welsh literature, Eastern European Affairs, and

Ceramics, while existing collections on Ancient Civiliz-

ation and Art History have been upgraded. The library

quite obviously needs to strengthen its holdings of the

standard works found in any college library (such as

-those listed in the Choice Opening Day Collection).
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Faculty quite often point out to the Librarian.

titles which they had assumed were in the library but

,which, in fact, had never been acquired. While these

individual cases are usually remedied, ail. the gaps
0.

cannot be filled at once. It is not anticipated that

there ill be major purchases in the Sciences, ch-

nology Education or Law. Other areas such a usiness

11.11 stration, Music, Drama, and Religion, will probably

see only moderate growth. It is problable that major

growth will come only in the Social Sciences, Literature,/

Languages and History.

The Reference section contains three sets of

encyclopedias, several other' multi-volume dictionaries

including the complete Oxford English Dictionary,

foreign language dictionaries, and biographical and

literary reference volumes. There is a need to expand

further tnis'vital section qf the library.

The library receives a total ad eighty periodicals,

including newspapers. Most of these publicat'i'ons are

in the English language, divided between ge ral

interest/news magazines and schola y jOUrnals,-with

the former predomnating. Back issues of several of

the news magazines extend to the early 1960 s. Readers

Guide to Periodical Literature" availabl for students

who wish to use it to further their research. The

Librarian is presently studying subscription to several

other appropriate indexes. Major French, Italian, and

German news journals are available.

Besides its academic function, the Franklin library

must also serve as a public library to the College
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community. For this reason, a rather large corlection

of contemporary paperback novels is. kept aVailable.

Personnel and Services

The library is staffed by a full-time Librarian

who is assisted by student workers and faculty volunteers.

The present Librarian, although holding an M.A. instead

of an M.L.S. degree, has had ektensiye experience for

the last five,and a half years. He was, in fact, trained

as Assistant Librarian for a year and a half under two

professional librarians at Fleming College. It is

planned that the Librarian Will take a leave of absence

to obtain his Library Science Degree when the College's

financial condition permits.

Student workers are employed in the-library for

about fifteen hours weekly, at meal times and in the

evening. Clerical chores and manning the circulation

desk are their regulat tasks. Faculty members super-

vise the library in the evenings when they are on

official campus duty.

Acquisitions are made most, often upon recommendation

of a faculty member. Previously, recommendations were

approved by the Academic Dean or Librarian, but a Library

Committee has now been set up to exercise general sQper-

vision over the library budget. This committee, com-

posed of representatives of each academic department

under the chairmanship of tha_Zibrarian, has the task

of alloting the library budget to the five departments.

For the 1974/75 academic year, it was decided to divide

the budget for books-into six equal parts, one for each

department and one for the Librarian. It is the duty
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of each ecademi0 department to determine the priorities

for purchases with its Share of the budget. Apart

from faculty recommendations, books are selected from

catalogs of second-hand or new books and from book

reviews n various` periodicals, including Choice andc
t,

Public Library Catalog. -

Since there is only one/full-time library staff

member, all library services originate from the

Librarian's office. Books are classified according to

the Dewey Decimal classification sYStem with Library

of Congress headings in the catd catalog.' Library of

Congress cards are ordered for the majority of new

books acquired. Priority in processing is naturally

given to Reserve books and books purchased to supprt

current courses. Approximately(1200 titles are cata-

loged a year so that there is a small backlog of

basically older, mostly1Y,donsted books. Some of these

will not find a permanent home in the library. '

TheCirculation desk is located in the Librarian's

office. From here are distributed,all'Reference and

Reserve materials as well as records, tapes, and ma,a-

'zines, for which circulation is limited to inside the.

library. Materials which can be checked out are signed

for at this desk. The normal loan period is two weeks

with renewal at the Librarian's discretion. Circulation

records are not normally kept, but for this repOrt a

special count was taken based on dated signatures of

non-Reserve, non - Reference books. In the year 1974, a

total of.4,353 out of the library's 10,000 volumes were

checked out. If Reserve and Reference books could have
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been included,,the total would have been many times

higher. The 'qirculatioh
(
figures were as follows:

History made up 33% of books withdrawn, Art 22%, I:

Literature 22%, Social.Sclence 11%, Philosophy 4%,

Religion 3%, other 5%. No daily aftendance records are

kept, but a reasonable estimate would) be 'that around

half of the student body uses theblibrary daily or on

weekends. Although there are no figures on which to

base a comparison, observation, has shown,constant in-
)

crease in the.number of students using the library over
k7

the Last two years, with an especially dramatic increase

this academic'year.

Inter-library loans can be arranged through the

College Librarian. This.is especially important since

the logal SWiss library has virtua/ly no English

language books. Through inter-library loan it Is

possible to obtain English and foreign language books

from many Swiss librarie;, including the United Nations

and other international librdries in Geneva. There are

. alwdirect arrangements for loans with the libraries,

of the Institut d'Etudes. du Development and the

Institut Africain de Geneve, both in Geneva. These

arrangements are especially helpful in enabling. faculty

members to ekamine books which might be too specialized

for a junior college library to purchase.

An acquisitions list is circulated to faculty

regularly to'keep them informed of purchases in fields

other than their own. Special subject bibliographies

are compiled onlyoccaslionally given the multitude of
Al

other matters requiring the Librarian's attention.
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The library is -still small enough for a student

easily locate the materials he needs. The followiqg

charts are provided to give further indication of. the

composition of the Franklin College Librany.i 1.1

A
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FRANKLIN COLLEGE LItRARY

BOOK HOLDINGS AND CIRCULATION STATISTICS - .JANUARY, 1975

Number of dif- Number of Acquisitions
ClassifdatiOns ferent titles Volumes in 1974:

General Works &

Circulation.
in 1974'

Reference 190
.

418 8 Nb available'
statistics*

Philosophy 356 380 16' 192

Religion 366 385 .16

oft
Social Sciences 1556 ,1637 201

Languages 461 477 -j10

Science 176 189 6

Technology 1677, 168 19

Art 1057 1124 74 966

Literatur.e .2797 2868 120 961

History 1604 ,1724 184, 1448

Unclassified 871 955 912

.140

487

39

.45

75

Totals
9601 10,325 1566

No available
statistics

4353

* This table does not include statistics° on Reference & Reserve
circulation nor on book$ used solely in the library.
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FRANKLIN COLLEGE. LIBRARY

SERIALS BY SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION - JANUARY, 1975

Subject
4 Classification

General

Indexe'S

Newspapers

Philsophy .& Religion

Psychology

History

Economics

Buslriees

SoCiology'& Anthrepology

.Government & Political Science

Education

Music,

Art

Literature & linguistics

Science

Mathematics

Library Science

Health

123

No.
.Percent
of Total

20 24.5%

1 1.2%

6 7.2%

3 3.6%

3 3.6%

8 9.6%

3 3.6%

1 1.2%

18 21.7%

1 1.2%

3 3.6%

9 10.8%

4 4.8%

*Ma

1.2%

1 1.2%

82 100%



Student EvaluatiOn'of Library

In. connection with the use and development of the

library, a survey was conducted among students during

registration on Jangary 30, ;975 and during the

following days: The survey was limited to those students

who were enrolled first semester,..as new students would

obviously not yet be -acquainted with the library. About,

thirty students returned the questionnaires to the

library, equalling one in four of those polled. The

students were asked'for which subjects they most often-

used the library's books. Most often used were: Arts

(22 responses), History (18), Languages (13), Literature

T13). Political Science (7),.Economics (5), Religion

(5), Sociology (4) and Philosophy (3),I.The high figures

in Arts and Languages probably reflecteegreater use

of Reserve and Reference books on these subjects.

Otherwise, the students' responses were in agreement

with the Librarian's observation and circulation

statistics (see chart).

Asked about'which areas the library should con-:,

centrate on in its development, over half the responses

indicated an increase in the number of books especially.

related to research aand travel topics. Specific re-

sponsessponses were tairly evenly divided over variety of

areas: more Literature (5), History (3),, Languages (5),

Reference (3)., Philosophy (2), Business Administration

(2), Political Science (2). Journalism, Religion,

Sociology, Economics, Science and Music, each got 'l

response .
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Concerning the use of the library, the following

statistics were gathered. 18 students said they used

the library daily, 10, two or three times a week, and

two weekly. Reserve and Reference shelves were used

daily by 9 students, weekly by 9, and only occasionally

by the other 12 students.
0

Asked if they found adequate material in the libraiy

to fulfill their course requirements, including research

papers, 3 students said they always found adequate.

material, 21 usually found adequate material, and -6

not often found it. All' students said that assistance

by the librarylstaff was adequate, but several repeated

the need for more materials. That need was 'indeed the

main comment repeated when the studens were asked for

suggestions.

The .library is, presently open seventy-four hours

per week. There was one request for longer hours;

however, it has 1?een observed that during the present

evening and weekend hours, there are often few if any

students availing themselves of the library.
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HISTORY

CHAPTER VI

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Franklin College was founded in 1969 by faculty mem-C

bers and administrators who sought to perpetuate the

concept of international education, developed at Fleming

College when that institution was closed by the existing

Board of Trustees at the termination of the 1969-70

academic year. Frankliq College was initially chartered

and recognized as a non-profit educational foundation

directlycontrolled by the Department of the Interior of

the Federal Government of Switzerland in Herne. In 19701

the College was incorporated as a non-profit-educational

institution in the State of Delaware. In June, 1973,

Franklin College received provisional authority from the

Delaware Board of Education to grant,the Associate in

Arts Degree. Immediate contact was then initiated with

Lhc Middle States Commission of Higher Education.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Final institutional Authority at Franklin College is

,vested in the Bnard of Ti.liStees who are responsible for

all financial operations of the College, the purchase of

property, the appointment of administrative officers,

the authorization of development andvlong-range planning,

and for the management and control of the affairs of the

Corporation. The Board of Trustees is composed of nine

members presently serving one to three year terms. Upon

the completion of these terms, all Board members will

be elected for staggered three year terms. -Members are
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eligible, for re-election. The President of the College

serves on the Board of Trustees in_an ex-officio

caPacity. There is an annual meeting of the Board of.

Trustees which usually takeSA:dace in New York City.

The Executive Committee of the Board meets regularly

-during the year. Additional information concerning- the

powers, duties, appointment, and replacement of members

'of the Board of Trustees dan'be found in the By-Laws

which will be provided with this report.

THE FRANKLIN COLLEGE FOUNDATION

The'Franklin College. Foundation, Lugano, Switzerland,

is vested with legal responsibilities for the operations

of the College in Switzerland and is accountable to the

Board- of Trustees. The existence of the Foundation is a

necessary part of the. College's operations in Switzerland.
o0

It enables the College to function as a recognized Swiss

foundation and exempts the College from the many restric-

tions normally placed upon foreign corporations operating

in Switzerland. The Foundation is responsible for filing

an annual Auditor's Report and an Annual Report on the

College's activities with the Department of he Interior

of the Federal Government of Switzerland in erne. The

Foundation is composed of seven members, the majority of

whom are Swiss citizens according to federal regulations.

COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

The President

The President is the chief administrative officer

of the College through whom the Board of Trustees

carries out its policies and programs. He is responsible

for the operations of the College both to the Board of
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Trustees and the College community hich he serves. The

President's primary obligations are to e blish academic

programs and practices and administrative po -s and

procedures in conjunction with the aaministrators, aculty

and students, for recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

He re4ularly submits reports to the Board of Trustees and

executes Board policies and decisions. The President is

further responsible for the implementation and supervis

of all fund raising, which includes the Parent's Annual

.piving Fund and the Franklin College DeAmlopment Program.

The President regularly holds Administrative Meetings

with the Administrative Dean, the Academic Dean, the Dean

of Students, and other members of the College community,

as the situation may require. In the future, this may

be expanded to include a formal Administrative Vuncil.

Administrative Dean

The Administrative Dean is responsible for financial

management, budgeting, purchasing, accounting, auditing,

Maintenance, campus and residence operations, payr011,

accident insurance, retirement and health programs, of

all personnel. In addition, he recruits, selects, and

supervises all supportive staff. He is the Chairman of

the Committee on Budget and Priorities.

Academic Dean

The Academic Dean exercises general responsibility

for the academic programs of the College, including

Academic Travel and co-curricular activities. As Chair-

man of the Curriculum Committee, he has general respons-

ibility for curriculum development and revision with the
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co-operation:4nd aid of faculty and repreSentatives on

that Committee. #He is responsible for the supervision

of the Library, related print and non-print acquisitions,

and the preparation and publication of the College's

academic catalog-: He supises the major portion of

the Student Activities Fund.

Dean of Students

The Dean of Students is responsible for general

student counseling, extra-cu icular, athletic and

recreational activities, and for the overall emotional

and elfare of the.` udents at the eollege. He

i. also for
.
maintenance of cumulative

student records and the promotion of their effective use

by. advisors and other faculty members.

Directors of Admissions

The Director of Admissions is responsible for all

operations of the 0 fice of Admissions including the

direction of recruiting activities, tt4rocessing and

recording of all applications, the admission of students

to the College, and the regular dissemination of print

material.

College Counselor

The College Counselor provides guidance to all

studentswishingr, to ransfer from Franklin College and is

responsible for main aining files of college and univer-

sity catalogs, regul r counseling hours, and files on

students making appl cations to other institutions. He

assists the President in maintaining contact witl0four

year institutions/and the Alumni secretary in keeping

track of transferring students.

(
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Librarian

The Librarian is responsible for the management of

the Library and book store, the esta ishment of library

policies, the suparviiion of library staff, and the

supervision of all library e'cquisitio s within the

limits of the allocation of the library udget as

prescribed by the Academic Dean in donj notion with the

Curriculum Committee4,

Alumni Secretary

The Altimni Secretary supervises the operations of

the Alumni Officg;. She is responsible for the regular

publication of the Franklin Student Association Bulletin,

keeping files and correspondence of Franklin College

alumni and other friends previously associated' with

Fleming College and the American School postgraduate

program, soliciting and collecting annual contributions

to support the Student Association,the library, the

building fund. She maintains communication with former

students.

Standing Committees

The College has three major standing committees:

The Committee on Curriculum, The Committee on Budget and

Priorities, and the Committee on Standards. The faculty

elects members of its own body to all standing committees.

The Academic Dean is the Chairman of the elected

Committee on Curriculum, the Administrative Dean is

the Chairmanof the elected Committee on Budget and

Priorities, and the President is the Chairman of the

Committee on Standards. He is also an ex-officio member

of all standing committees.
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Department Meetings

The five departments of Social Science, Civilization,

Literature, Languages, trt and Music,.convene regular

meetings to discuss matters6of importance within their

xespeCtive fields. Each department has an elected

representative on the Committee on-Curriculum and thus

has full representation in all matters pertaining to

curric lum change or revision. '

Faculty Meetings

Regular FacultiMeetings are scheduled throughout

the academic'year, normally on a weekly basis, to discuss

and disseminate'information concerning all matters of

College life. Such meetings afford the administration

and faculty frequent opportunity to discuss curriculum,

admissions, fund raising, extra and co-purricular

activities, library allocations, individual student

problems,,and any other matters of mutual concern or

impOktance. All standing committees regularly report

to the Faculty, which has the.ability to recall both

committee members and committee recommendations.

Student ,Committee

Since its opening in 1970, the College has functioned

without an organized student government. This was in con-

formity with the desire of the students themselves who

felt sufficient communicationand feedback was available.

Given the size of the College and the accessibility of
4

administrators and faculty, students decided that a

formal student government was unnecessary. During the

fall of 1974, a group of students expressed interest in
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establishing a Student Committee. With the full support

of the administration, )the committee is now functioning

with representatives from the various classes. The '

objective of the Student Committee is to provide for

. the planning and implementation of student, activities,

to administer funds allocated to it through the student

activities fee, and to assist the administration and

faculty by becoming. direct link to the student body.

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

,Although the organizational structure is presently

working to the institution's satisfaction, several

comments can be made regarding future development.

Board Expansion

The Franklin College Board of Trustees is presently

composed of nine members falling into the following

categories:

AGE 20-30 1

30-40 4

40-50 3

50-60 1

PROFIESSION Banker 2

Business Executive 2

Educator 3

Foundation officer 1

Alumna 1

GEOG PHIC'LOCATION
East Coast 6

Mid-West 1

Europe 2

lthough the distribution in the categories of age,

profe sion, and geographic location is presently o

acceptable, the Board has already initiated plans to
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increase its membership. The maximum number of members

of the Board%of Trustees provided for in the. By-Laws is

(25) twenty-five. Given the broad geographic distribu-

tion of the student body, attention will be focused upon

selecting new 'Board members from representative areas in

the United States and abroad. The Board will also be

concerned with finding now members capable of bringing

financial support to the institution.

Of concern is the Board's geographic separation from

the College. Although every Board member has visited the

College on several occasions, it is expensive and diffi-

cult to schedule meetings of the Board of Trustees or

the Executive Committee in Switzerland. For the same

reason, regular.visits between members of the BOard and

the administration, faculty, and students ;rilihe campus

we impossible. The President and other administrators,

through frequent written reports and actual visits to

the United States, are responsible for keeping members

of the Board of Trustees infofmed and aware °Minot only

College operations, but also the mood and spirit which

prevails on the campus. Slides, films, and tape recorded

interviews with students and faculty will be used in an

attempt to strengthen communications. Members of the

Board will continue to be invited to alumni reunions and

meetings with students and parents. Thus far, communic-

ation has worked Well; however, thought must be given to

increasing the number of Board members capable of regular
4%al visits to the campus.
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Legal Organization

Presently, official clarification is being sou t

- as to how the Swiss gOvernment views the legal rela ion-

ship between the Franklin College Foundation and the

United States Corporation. There is no doubt that the

BOard of Trustees controls. Franklin College, neverthe-

less,'the Board itself has requested the College's

legal repreSentative in Switzerland to get a reading on

this question. Little difficulty, if any, is anticipated

regarding this matter. It is mentioned only to draw

attention to the unusual circumstances frequently pre-

sented when operating in a foreign country.

COnclusion

The self-study of organization and governance

indicates that the College has attempted to provide a

structure which is both in conformity with the time-tested

practices of American institutions of higher learning

and yet sensitive to the special needs of a foreign-

based institution. The College has tried to establish

lines of communication between the Board of Trustees

administration, faculty, and students, which wiA provide

for the most effective realization o tige stated-Purposcz

and Objectives of the institution. Th organizational

inter-relationships described in the preceding chapter

are shown in the' following chart.
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CHAPTER VII

FINANCES

PRESENT OPERATIONS

Ultimate responsibility for the financial affairs'

of Franklin College is vested in the Board of Trustees

wiich is empowered to direct the receipt' and expenditure-

of'all income. To meet its responsibilities in this area,

the Board of Tr stees elects a TreasUrer whose principal

function is to mo for the financial administration of

the College and advise he Board either directly or

through the President of the status of the College

finances. Presently the elected Treasurer also serves

as the Administrative Dean of the College, and, as such,

is responsible for all matters concerning the financial

and physical operation of the College, its administrative

staff, and the campus.

a Budget Preparation s%

The determination of the budget and related prior-
.

ities is a vital function of the institution's operations

and affects all parts of the College community. The,

President is charged with the responsibility of sub--

mitting an annual operating budget to the Board of

Trustees. The Administrative Dean is normally appointed

by the President to chair the Committee on Budget and

Priorities. The committee is composed of the Administra-

tive Dean and two faculty members elected by the faculty

at large. The final determination of the annual operating

bgdget and of general budgetary priorities thus involves

a process of, consultation between representatives of the
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faculty and administration.

Under normal circumstances, this process is in-

itiate'd in early at-which time the Administrative

Dean, ln his capacity as Chairman, convenes the Committee

on Budget and Priorities. The'committee is charged to

review the results of the previous accounting year and,

based'op an analysis of-these outcomes,,to prepare

,recommendations regarding the next accounting year.

so doing, the committee'takes into consideration

particular information or instructions received from the

Board of Trustees, the President, br the faculty. Such

information'is likely to concern the aeasof fund,

raising, major curriculum changes, admissions projections,

and long range forecasts-Of exchange rates. Having
o

assessed the previous year's results and considered

current projections, the. Committee on Budget and

Priorities elaborates a budget recommendation on both

expenditures and income. The budget recommendation is

submitted to the,President. Unless the President re-
\

4

turns the budget to the committee for further consider-

ation, it is then presented to the Board of Trustees

via the Executive Committee.

Final authority for all budgetary matters is vested.

with the Board of Trustees. This process of consultation'

and the attendant formulation of a recommendation is

normally completed in time for the fall meeting of the

Board of Trustees, usually held in November in NeW York

City.
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A

Auditor's Report for the 1973-1974 Academic Year

For a general overview of the previous year's opera-

tion, Evaluation Team members will be provided with the

translated and authenticated Auditor's Report ,for the

1973-74 academic year, complete with Profit and Loss

Statement and Balance Sheet.

Statement on Degree of Indebtedness

Over the past fodr years, the College has essentially

operated on income generated from tuition alone. Even

after the construction of the new ResOurde Center, the '\

College is not committed to any long term debts, other

than those attendant to normal day -to-day operations.

Short-term debt is accrued from time.te time due to the

important availability of a credit line granted by the

College's bank in the amount of SFr. 250,000.00 ($100,000.00).

This is in the form of an overdraft credit on the College's

operating account. After paying for the Resource Center

in full out of operating funds, the overdraft credit,

will be used to cover seasonal liquidity stresses. Inas-

much as the total annual campus rental plus the deprecia-

'tich of the non-recuperable value of the'ReSource Center

is SFr. 50,000.00 ($20,000.00),, less than the campus

rental paid during the previous year, such seasonal

credit dependence will diminish with each operating year,

even in the absence of any funds received through either

the Annual Giving Fund, or the-Development Program.

The Franklin Development Program, in particular, it

dedicated to the raising of funds for the full payment

of the Resource Center.



OPERATIONS SINCE 1970

During the past five years, the College has been

forced to operate under increasingly difficult con-

ditions. The following analyses are submitted in

identification of such adversities and as a base for

the contemplation of future modes of operation.

Annual Tuition Fels and Egpenses 1970 - 1976

The attached table sows that, beginning with the

year 1973-1974, all tuition fees and expenses were

quoted in Swiss Francs in the wake of a substantial loss

in Currency operations incurred a4er_successive dollar

devaluations. Dollar values indicated are thus approxi-

mate and are based on average values for the year.

More importantly,' the-table reveals that income in

Swiss Francs, the currency in which the College incurs

almost all of its liabilities, has increased by a mere

ja% over the past five years, while the dollar cost,

over that same period, leaped to 191% of its 1970 level.

\-Tqfe'-cabt in Swiss Francs of -the academic travel program

was decreased'by 7% to help minimize the'6Q3 increase

in the dollar Cost of the program.
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Comparison of Total Annual Expenses to Salaries and
Personnel Costs

Even though the faculty was significant1S, enlarged

and assets grew by a similarly fast pace, the relation-

ship between salaries and annual expenses remained

essentially stable:

Annual ExpenSes
Salaries and
Personnel Costs

1970-1971 SFr. 1,332.287.40 SFr. 449,922.55 33.77%

1971-1972 1,398.891.80 501.729.05 35.86%
1972-1973 1,963.622.60 652.403.75 33.22%
1973-1974 1,870.482.10 802.688.09 42.91%

Development of Personnel Programs

Since Franklin College intentionally operates with

a large body of committed -full-time faculty members, the

development of Personnel programs as a means of offering

a growing degree of job security was given high priority.

Even before the College changed to a Swiss Franc quot-

ation of its fees and expenses, it had offered remuneration

in Swiss Francs to all full and part-time staff. This

feature significantly contributed to job Security but

helped to aggravate the College's loss in currency

operations of over SFr. 230,000.-- ($60,000.--0 duiing

the 1972-1973 academic, year. The expansion of personnel

programs and related.insurance schemes beyond the

statutory minimum in 1970 can be.documented as

Salaries Personnel Costs

follows:

1970 -1971, SFr. 425,890.20 SFr. 24,032.35 5.64$
1971-1972 501,729.05. 26,899.25 5.36%
1972-1973 593,216.55 59,187.20 9.97%
,1973-1974 726,176.00 76,512.09 10.53%
1974-1976* 722,983.00 77,946.00 10.78%
1975-1976** 16%

* as budgeted
** as estimated
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During the current academic year, the College has

introduced a Pension Fund scheme as its final contri-

bution to fostering a system of insurance guaranteeing

as pest as possible individual job security. In con-

formity with legal requArements, it is only partially

operative at this-time under an Anticipated Risk Coverage.

It will be fully implemented on September 1st, 1975.

Development of Surplus

Each operating year for the past Tour years has

shown a surplus.

of which from
Suxplus Annual Giving

1970-1971 , SFr. 19,804.25
1971-1972 87,509.30
1972-1973 7,605.50 SFr. 45,441.15

1973-1974 84,047.20 88,260.--

Conclusion

,

Even though, real income per student in Swiss Francs

actually declined for the period under consideration,

the College was able to enlarge its body of full-time

professors and hence the number of classes taught. This

was accomplished while maintaining teady relationship

between total annual expenses on the one hand and

salaries with personnel costs on the other. dntil 1974,

the College was able to annually increase salaries

sufficiently to keep up with the rise in t4e cost-of-

living index in Switzerland. Furthermore, the,College

enlarged personnel programs for all of its dependents.

Comparing this with a decrease in enrollment over the

past two years, the College has increasingly been forced

to rely onadditional income generated through the
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Annual Giving Fund. Accrued surpluses were plowed back

into assets, particularly with the construction of the

Resource Center, but also with expenditures for the

library, totalling SFr. 107,324.40 during the period

1970-1974.

Future Projections

Based on an analysis of the results of previous

operations, Franklin College reaffirms'the necessity of

self-stippoping annual operating budgets with expendi-

ture projections covered by income(ygenerated from
qtuition alone.. This policy will be observed even in

the face of a furthe't decline 1,n enrollments. As 'a

consequence, salary increases will be covered by an

increase in tuition, commensurate with the annual rise

in the costa-of- living index in Switzerland.

Fixed and semi-fixed expenditures only account for

approximately one third.of the operating budget"dis-

counting all items budgeted at cost. The fact that.

approximately 66% of the total operating budget is

claimed exclusively by salaries and personnel costs,

(ti4
represents the ground on which adaptations to further

ersities must be made. As such, the College has

rel tive*flexibility in meeting, within at least one

'calendar year, cutback in enrollments, through the
. 4

trimming of salary and commensurate personnel costs.

Regardless of its commitment to self - supporting,

budgets, the College has recognized the necessity to

provide greater financial security for the future.

Accordingly, the College has launched a three year

Development Program with a total goal of $500,000.00.
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The Franklin Development Program is diregted toward

providing funding for five major objectives: Construc-

tion costs for the Franklin College Resource Center;

Renovation costs on Villa Sassa; Library Development;

a Scholarship Fund, and a Faculty Salary Fund.

Evaluation Team members will be provided with a special

report concerning the Franklin Development Program.

Finally, the College is reasonably satisifed that

the dollar is presently undervalued and that its five-

year long decline will be arrested before long, almost

cert),inly by the fall of 1976. Any subsequent rise in

the value of the dollar against the Swiss Franc will

translate into a decrease 41n the overall dollar cost of

the Franklin experience. Such a reduction in the dollar

cost should increase applications and provide for greater

selectivity in admissions, resulting in an improvement

in the general caliber of the student body and the

quality of the academic program.
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CHAPTER VIII

OUTCOMES

IN-PROGRAM EVALUATION

Since its inception, Franklin College has recog-

nized the importance of a continuing evaluation of its

academic programs, student services, and the other

elements which compose the fibre of the institution.

Such constant review assures the College of meeting

its stated Purposes and Objectives, the transfer

*requirements of American institutions, and remaining

responsive to individual student need§. In order to

,elicit feedback in the above areas from students dur

their actual attendance at the College, the following

objective procedures are administered to assess

institutional effectiveness.

Course and Travel Evaluation Questionnaires

A's already discussed in Chapter IV, student course

and travel evaluation questionnaires play an important

part in the regular review and revision of the curriculum.

Once during .e7ac11)academic year, all faculty members are

evaluated by students in at least one class. The com-
.

Oletea questionnaires are read by the individual faculty

member concerned and by the Academic Dean. The

questionnaires become part of each faculty member's

permanent file. Likewise, Academic avel questionnaires

are distributed regularly and are frequently used to

assess student responsiventss to this important aspect

of the Franklin College curriculum. The Travel

questionnaire becomes a part of the permanent file.
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These travel and course evaluation questionnaires will

be available to members of the Evaluation Team during

/-5

their visit to the Coll

7
.

#

During the first four semesters of the co-operative

agreement, Claremont Men's College instituted the-nactice

of submitting a questionnaire to alt students participat-

ing e the Franklin College program. Claremont students

were asked to comment upon their expectations and atti-

tudes prior to their arrival in Switzerland and then /

upon the `success or failure of all aspects of the program

following their return to the Claremont campus. Because
.

the largest proportion of the comments and reactions were

uniformly and consistently strong, the Study Abroad

Committee, under the urging'of the CMC-Franklin4Laison

Officer, Dr. John Poynter, decided to forego further

questionVaires until additional feedback seemed warranted.

Using the Claremont Student Questionnaire responses as a

guideline, a number of curriculum revisions were under-

taken by the College to insure greater responsiveness

to the needs of students participating in the cp-opera-

tive agreement between Franklin C011ege and Claremont

Men's College.

In addition to the above method of program evalu-

ation, undergraduate student achievement is directly

measured through the regular compilation of grades,

reflecting a student'a academic performance in each of

his classes. These glades are submitted by individual
. ,

faculty members to the Academic Dean. Any student who

is not meeting the minimum grade point average estab-

lished by he College, is automatically called in for/a

Iconferenc with the Academic Dean who attempts to

I 1
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ascertain, in Consultation with the student's. faculty

members, his individual progress thereafter in each

class. Grades and grade point distributions play an

important part in evaluating the short term effective-

ness of the curriculum with ,egard to student

participation in the academic program. Close sur-

veillance by the Office of tA. Academic Dean ensures

continued feedback on curriculum effectiveness for both

short and long term revisions.

Student Questionnaires

Although specific questionnaires have been effective

iri. stimulating student feedback and, have frequently re-

sulted in program revision, more general questionnaires

are regularly administered Covering all aspects of the

institution. The most recent questionnaire of this type

was drawn up by the Student Committee'in conjunction

with the College Administration. Regardless of the fact

that only slightly more than 40% ofth students

responded to the questionnaire, the College has found

that the questionnaire's findings are relevant with

regard to institutional effectiveness in the various.

areas of inquiry. The questions and responses to that

quesp.ionnaire are herd,appended:

1. Were your motives for applying tq' Franklin College
influenced by its progress toward accreditation?

YES NO
40% 60%

2. Are you satisfied with.the curriculuM at Franklin?

YES NO
60%, 40%
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3. How do you feel about the courses in terms of:

Poor Average:"-Good Excellent,
,a) material 4% 24% 55% 17%
b) work load 17% 24% 52% ' ..7%
c) exams 9% 37% 52% 2%

How do you rate your instructors? °

Poor 'Average Good Excellent
and their 2.5% 12.5% 47.5% 37.5%
availability 10% 15% 42% 33% ,

5. Do you feel that the day trips and academic travel
programs are: b

iES NO

,a) important to. the curriculum 100% 0%
b) successful 81% 19%

If not,,how can they be improved?

6. Do you have suggestions for the improvement ofd he
curriculum?

7. How useful did you find the orientation information
given at the beginning of'the semester?'

Poor Average Ggod Excellent

21% 37% 31.5% 10.5%

How can it be imprOved?b-

8. Do you find yourself able to fit into the local
community outside Franklin? YES NO

72.5% 27.5%

Do you feel that, Franklin could be of more help?

YES NO
64% 36%

If so how?

9. Do you have sufficient command of a foreign language
to help you communicate with the local community?

) YES' NO

(

84% 16%

. 10. Would you like to see more school activities with
local Swiss students? .

YES NO
92% 8%
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11. What is your monthly allowance?

*Under $200 -15% $200-300 ,49%
$300-400 24% $400500 12%
Over $500 0%

12. How much per person per month do you spend on rent?

Un&r $50 0% $50."1001 44%
$100-200 47% Over $200 9%

\k- 13. Do you live

a) alone 16%
b) with one or more 84% YES NO

Is this the arrangement you prefer? 89% 11%

14. Would you consider living in a dormitory .i)f it
provided a substantial reduction in living costs?

YES NO
36.5% 63.5%

mo
15. Did you use the school apaz.tment service?

r

How did you find it?

Not Helpful
12%

YES , NO

67% 36%

Helpful Ve4 Helpful .

47% 41%

il Why?.

Most,of the questions called for a.response by

simply asking for the a propriate box to be checked.

Some of the questions r quired written answers. The

response to these written questions were generally

excellent, as well as being helpful to the institution.

They are, however, too lengthy to include in this report.

According to the statQs purposes of Franklin College,

the foregoing student questionnaire seems to indicate

the institituion's success in ,four out of five areas.

85% of the students responding.to the questionnaire

rated their instructors "good to excellent", obviously
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confArming the second purpose of the Franklin College

educational experience. With regard to purposes number

three and four, `100$ of the students found the two-

week academic travel program and the co-curricular pro-

gram important to the curriculum, 81% found them

successful.

In'response to the fifth stated purpose of Franklin

College, w ch seeks to provide."A residence arrangement-
.

which encour ges maximum exposure to the day-ato-day

realities of the local Swiss-Italian-community", 72.5% 4

of t ents surveyed responded positively: 88% of

those students'found the student housing service

"helpful to 'very .helPful".

Although the College is working continuously to

implement its stated purposes toward the achievement of

its fixed objectives, immediate .feedba'ck, as witnessed

in the above Student Questionnaire, tends to confirm

the institution's short term success in this effort.

CONTINUING EVALUATION

Just as it is important to collect immediate feed-

back from students Actively involved in the Franklin

College programs, the process of collecting data from

former students is critical in evaluating the outcomes

of program effe6tiveness over the longer term. Although

the College, with is small size and somewhat specialized

program, boasts relatively few graduates during the

last four years of operation, the success of the College's

programs and the close relationships it has maintained

with alumni tends to indicate a certain amount of

satisfactory program effectiveness as measured in the
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4ts

area of outcomes. Because of the relative .youth.of the

College's alumni body and_the brief history of the

sinstitttion itself, substantial.factual,feedback and

definitive objective evaluations have been somewhat

limited and difficult to assemble. Eq4ally importa t,

however, have been the institution's genuine attempt

to gather information for future review, evaluation,

and revision." The following. areas indicate the College's

serious efforts in this direction.

Transfer Record

The primary purpose of Franklin College is to pro-
.,

vide: "A two year liberal arts program with offerings

focused on the European and Mediterrane context:

Leading towards an Associate in Arts d e g , -EOurses

are designed to meet transfer and admissions requirements

ofU.S.collegesand universities". In an attempt to

implement and satisfy this stated purpose, the College

established, from the outset, close working relations

with U.S. colleges and universities. Initially the

President, at that time the Director of Admissions and

Development, opened lines of communication with the

various' American institutions to which Franklin College

students applied. Even before the College gained

provisional degree granting authority fromthe Delaware

Department of Education, many U.S. institutions granted

full credit for work completed at Franklin College.

Since that time, the College has transferred students

to over 65 institution, this in the absence of final

regional accreditation. The present College Counselor

teas continued this effort towards more 'effeCtive.

communication. A complete correspondence file isicpt
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for every major U.S. - restitution to which a Franklin

College student has applied. The following letter was

sent out during the summer of 1973 in an attempt to

elicit credit transfer information fromthe various U.S.

institutions to which College students had been admitted:

In order to complete our records alid so that we may
perform a more meaningful service in our college
'placement. counselling, we ask, that you advise us as
to the manner in which you'accepted our credits for
the above-named student(a) who are or have been
enrolled in-your college.

It may be helpful for you to know that as a result
of a visitation made by the. Evaluation Committee
of the Department of Education of the State of
Delaware, Franklin College has now been granted .

the status of Provisional Approval with the right
to confer Associate in Arts degrees.

Confirmation of this action is contained in the
enclosed copy of a letter, dated June 21St, 1973,
from the Delaware State Board of EducOtion.

We hope'that the above noted letter will help to
clarify the status of Franklin College. IHthe
past, a number of individual arrangements 'regarding
the full acceptance of our credits.have been quite
successful. A list of the institutions who have
accepted our creditsdcan be provided if you require
it.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter which
will be valuable to us and in our counseling of
students who have indicated an interest in your
institution.

The degree to which the College has been,a success%

in transferring its students to U.S. colleges and

universities can be seen in the f011owing transfer

statistics. Although approximately 75% of all students

have been offici'ally listed as transferring since 1971,
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the total percentage would be higher if all former

students responded to the frequent alumni mailings and

questionnaires. It has been found that a large per-

centage of the students who withdraw or graduate4 from

the College without completing transfer arrangements

prior to their departure from Switzerland, actually

continued their education at a later date.. Judging

from the number of alumni Interviewed at reunions around

the United States who have not been in written .

communication with the College, it wofild be ,safe to

estimate that as many as 90% of all students graduating

-or withdrawing from Franklin College enter an institution

of higher learning within two years of their departure.

This fact also explains why the number and percentage of

students in the classes of 1972, 1973 and 1974, whose

future education is listed as unknown, i,s significantly

higher than the class of 1971. No doubt these statistics

will look considerably different in a few years' time.

Though there is no specific factual data to support

this assumption, the following statistics indicate the

College's st4 e-1. ess in the area of transfer.

.Transfer S'tatistir

1973 1974197)1. 1972
No. - % No. - % No. - % No. -.%

,Number of Students
in the Class: '41 ,100% 56 100% 83 100% 120 100%

Students who
0

'Transferred:- 34 82% 41 74% 53 64% 91 76%

A.A. Terminal Degree
or Further Education
Unknown: 7 18% 15 26% 30 36% 29 24%
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Alumni Questionnaires

Through the Alumni Secretary, regular Student

Association Bulletins are sent out regularly'to all

former students. These Bulletins serve the purpose of

informing the alumni of the intellectual and-extra-
.

curricular activities at the College, as well.as keeping

them up-to-date On members of their own class. In

addition, alumni reunions are held throughout -the country

in an -attempt to retain strong ties with former students.

As part of this follow-up study, a mailing is regularly

sent to all graduates complete' with specific

questionnaire. The puYpose of the last official

questionnaire, sent out in the Spring of 1973, was to,

ascertain the present academic status and future

professional plans of recent graduates and other alumni.

A. part of this questionnaire also provided a section

on which the former student was requested to give his

aermitsion for his-present college or, university to

send his academic transcript to Franklin College. On

the basis of these transcripts, further statistical

information is provided for material pregently being

gathered to assess institutional effectiveness. In

some cases, evidence of alumni performance-at the

transfer college has been difficult to obtain. While

institutions are willing to confirm that an individual

student was enrolled, they have become increasingly

unco-operative in answering specific questions and,

and revealing ctudcnt records. In many cases this is

due to staffing, shortages; however, it has retarded

the College's effort to complete follow-up statistics

on the academic performanceof graduates at other
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institutions. In the last analysis, it will probably

-piove more Effective to get the transcripts from the

former students themselves. In general terms, the

following response was obtained from the 1973 Alumni

Questionnaiie mentioned above:

Responses to Alumni Questionnaire - 1973

Total number of questionnaires returned: 67

Percen.tage of response: 44%

Number of students who indicated that they
were attending or had attended College: a

60

Number of students who indicated that they
were presently doing the following:

Working: 15 Travelling:. 10 Some other activity: 3

Number of students indicating their future
plans in the following area.:

Graduate School: 30 Work: 10 Other: 8

It should be noted that the majority of the students

who indicated that they were working, travelling, or

participating in some other activity, also indicated that

they were planning to attend a specific college or

university the following Most of them had simply

taken time off after leaviny the Franklin College pro-

gram. Also of interest is the fact that 50% of the

students responding to the, questionnaire indicated that

they intended to go on to gradpate school. This tends

to indicate a stronger academic orientation by'students

at the College than is presently evidenced by students

in other two-year colleges in the United States.

Tofurther expand the follow-up effort in an

attempt to provide additional and more complete in-

formation for assessing institutional effectiveness,
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the College will mail the following questionnaire to

all alumni this summer:

Format for Alumni Questionnaire - 1975

QUESTIONS

GENERAL

Date.

Last. name First Name Middle Name Nickname

Address (please check preferred mailing address)

Marital Stattis (please check)

/ Single ,/ / Married / / Divorced

Spouse's name Nickname
(Maiden name if appropriate)

Spouse"s Secondary School(s).

Spouse's College(s) and Degree(s)

Spouse's Occupation
(Name of Firm)

Information about children:

Name

(Position)

Birthdate(s) Sex

Parents', Names (if living). N

sParents' Address
Street City State Zip

Father's Occupation:
('Name of Firm)

Mother's Occupation:

(Position)

(Name of Firm) (Position)

Relatives who have attended or are attending Franklin.

Name Relationship Franklin Class
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EDUCATION

Years during which you attended Franklin: From 19 to 19

Graduated: L__/ Yes L__/ No

If you did not complete your Associate in Arts Degree
at Franklin, what was your reason for leaving?

Your hiker education after Franklin. (please'indicate
graduate work with asterisks).

College or University ,Degree Dates* Attended Major

General aca0emic average achieved after Franklih:

Academic honors in College:

PROFESSIONAL

Name of firm with whom you now are associated:

Cuftent position:

Current employer'siprincipal products and/or services:

Memberships in professional groups:

Membership in honorary societies:

Offices and/or Memberships in school, college, Corporation
or Foundation governing boards:

Published books, articles, musical compositions,
professional peaformances (music, drama, dance, etc)
and/or displays of art work:

YOUR EVALUATION OF FRANKLIN COLLEGE

On the basis of your own experience, please rate the
following aspects of Franklin:
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Above Below No

Superior Average Average Average Opinion

Quality of Faculty
Quality of
Administration
Quality of Library
Quality of Physical
Plant
Quality of Academic
Program
Quality of Social
Life
Quality of extra-
curricular program

Preparation for further
college study
Location
Faculty-student
relationship

Academic Travel
Emphasis on independent
living

Courses related to the
European and Media.
context

Does Franklin, as it is today, appeal to you asa College
you would wnat your son or daughter to attend? L./Yes L /No

If a promising student or his or her parents asked you to
recommend a European Study Program, would you name
FranklinP / / Yes / / No

Reasons for your responses to the preceding two questions:

ALUMNI ACTIVITIES AND INVOLVEMENT

Please check areas of past and present involvement in

Franklin alumni activities and indicate those areas in

which you might be willing to se-rve.

Past Present Might be
Involvement Involvement willing
(w/dates) to serve

Student Association
Executive Council

Regional Representative
Area Alumni Meetings
Admissions Assistance
Capital Gift Program



Has theke been-an alumni gathering in your area during
the past three years?'

/ / Yes / / No ". Did you attend? / / Yes / / No

If yes, what-attracted you?

If no, what kept you 'away?

PUBLICATIONS

Do you read the Franklin Student Association Bulletin?

/ / Regularly / / Occasionally / / Rarely / / Never

'Please indicate your reading habits in connection with the
Bulletin:

Always Occasionnaly Rarely Never
read read read read

dtass notes
Alumni activities
News of the School
President's messages

.What topics would you like to see given more coverage in
the Bulletin?

Do you/feel sufficiently informed about Franklin through
tire various College publications? / Yes /--7 No

What do you believe should be Franklin's primary goal or
goals during the next decade?

In the future, the College will continue,the

evaluation procedures listed above while implementing the

following: -

or 1) Attitudinal questionnaires will be administered
to students before they begin the Franklin College
Program and again during succeeding years after
they leave. Questions covering all aspects of
the College's international experience will be
included..

2) Graduate school records and employer opinion
questionnaires will be the next logical step in
the complete evaluation process. Because of the
youth of the alumni, they are presently being
considered for future implementation.
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Academic Follow-up

The Academic Dean, in conjunction with the Dean of

Students and the College Counselor, is responsible for

the compilation of comparative statistics relating the

performance of each student in high school to his

perf?Mance during his stay at Franklin College, and,

eventualllf, to his performance okIce he enters another

institution of higher learning. Ideally, gr duate

school performan)a would become a part of, thi survey.

At present, statistical information being ga hered,

and is not yet available in sufficient quantity to

allow for reliable or significant predictions con-

cerning the success of the academic programs at the,

College. It is, however, important to note that .most'

of the information on the following form has been

prepared for each student who attended Franklin College

during the last four years and is available in the

Academic Dean'S office

Format for the Academic Follow-up Study

Name Year(s) Attended

Program

High School Data

Grqde Average Class Rank

College Board Scores V: M:

Achievements

Franklin College Record

Grade Point Average Degree

Datc3 of Attendance: Entered

Withdrew
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Undergraduate Record

Transferred to

Grade Point Average

Dates of Attendance: Entered

Withdrew

Degree

Did not continue education and is presently:

Graduate School Record

Graduate School

Grade Point Average

Dates of Attendance: Entered

Degree

Withdrew

Professional Experience

Title: Firm:

Job Description:

Although information has been entered on the fore-
.

going form for all students with regard to high school and

Franklin College performance, relatively little statistical
.

information pertaining to their undergraduate records at

other institutions has been obtained. In the absence of
,,

actu 1 data, written and oral feedback from alumni tends

to indicate that the academic preparation they received

at the College enabled them to successfully meet the

requirements of other colleges and universities in the

United States. Many credit their success to the

independence and personal responsibility fostered during

their experience living in Europe as members of the

College community. Others attribute their strong
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preparation to the email classes and active. personal

interchange between professors and students at Franklin

College. It is hoped that when sufficient data is

compiled a factual survey will confirm what has been

found to be the case in alumni letters and oral feed-

back from former students. Future objective evaluations

of institutional effectii,eness will'aid in the continual

process of curriculum and program revision.

ATTRITION

As a two-year college, Franklin has always been aware

of the necessity of attracting students back for a second

year at the College. Over a four-year period, the

College has been able to retain 61.25% of its entering

freshmen for a final year, Although this figure appears

to be in conformity with comparative figures for two-year

colleges in the United States (refer to American Council

on Education, Office of Research, Higher Education and

National Affairs, XXI, No. 6, February 11, 1972), the

Administration, faculty and staff at Franklin College,

continue to be concerned about the attrition rate,

especially since the rate of returning students has

worsened in the last two years. Both withdrawals of all

classifications of students during the year and the

retention of freshmen for a second year feature prominently

in discussiong during Faculty Meetings and Curri,culum

Committee meetings. A continuing effort is made to

expand or revise academic and co-curricular programs

in an attempt to respond to the needs of students in

hop of attracting more students back for a second

year. Quite obviously, other factors are operative in

the--attrition problem and will be discussed shortly
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under this heading. By way of providing a basis for

further discussion, the following data is submitted:

Attrition Data

L971-72 1972-73 19774 1974-75
No.

Students eligible
to return from
previous year who
did not do so 6

Total year's ,

Enrollment: 139

Students who
withdrew during
the year or stayed
for only one
semester: 31

Mid-year graduates: 0

- % No. -,% No. % No. %

18% 44 38% 59 52% ..31 47%

186 198 183

22% 25 13% 21 10% 22 12%

1 2 3

As indicated in the above statistics, an average of

38.75% of all freshmen have not returned for a second year

at the College, over a tour-year period. Likewise, an

average of 14.25% have withdrawn during the academic year

or have only attended the College for one semester. Both

figures are tolerable in light of the norms experienced

at other two-year colleges. Given the special problems

of a college based in Europe with 80% of its student

population coming from the United States, it would not

be realistic to expect to achieve the rate of retention

and return of good four-year institutions in America.

This notwithstanding, the College has committed itself

to identifying obvious problems in an attempt to retard

student attrition. The most obvious-problems, and the

attempts being made to rectify them are listed below:
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1) The almost continual decline of the U.S. dollar

against the Swiss Franc has made the-cost of

attending Franklin College progressively more

expensive. This, in turn, has caused many patents

to view an education in Switzerland as a luxury,

to be taken advantage of on a one semester or one

year Oasis at the most. Though the College's

cost still compares favorably with some of the more

expensive independent institutions in the United

States, the College's location in Europe and the°

insecurity of having to deal with the strong Swiss

currency has caused many parents to send their sons

and daughters for only one ypar. Until, the exchange

rate improves, there is little that can be done to

improve this situation.

2) Franklin College is strongly identified by its high

school postgraduate program, sophomore and junior

semester or year abroad program in the lorm of the

Institute for European Studies, and by'the

affiliation with Claremont Men's College. This

identification, and the participation of students

committed only to a semester or single year, has

caused many first year students to think along

similar lines. The lack of full accreditapion has

somewhat aggravated problem.. Approximately, 30%

of the students who withdraw during the year fall

into .this category. The College Counselor, the

Administration, dnd the faculty have made concerted

efforts to convince students that their chance of-

admissions to four-year institutions is.equally as

good, if not better, after their sophomore year as
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it is after their freshman year. In both counsel-

'.ing.and in print material, an effort will be made

to characterize the A.A. Degree program at Franklin.

College as a complete two-year experience.

As mentioned in the Chapter on Students and Student

Life, culture shock and the probleis. of adjdstingi

to a.foreign community, linked to the responsibilities

of independent' housing, have been identified as the

main reasons for student withdrawals during the

year.. More, effective iiielntation, greater personal

counseling, and increased residence supervision
I

will be implemented in an attempt to retain .students

who might otherwise withdraw.. The addition of a

professionally trained counselOr to the staff has

top priority. Approximately 50% of all students

who withdraw during the year do 'so because t ey

cannot adjust to life,in Europe, they are lo ely

or homeSick, or they have per.qonal problems(with

which the College is unable to deal.

The lack of selectivity in the-Admissions process

has been chiefly responsible for a limited number

of students withdrawing because of theirs inability

to meet the academic requirements of the institution.

The percentage of such studen4 has:been relativell,

small. Most of them received more than adequate

assistance from the Academic Dean and individual

instructors: They withdrew primarily because of

motivational factors, having expected the Franklin

College curriculum to be less challenging. Until

the application rate provides greater selectivity
.
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in the admissions prodess, this problem will continue.

liven the piesent state of the World's economy,

the weakness of the U.S. dollar, the declining college

application rate, Franklin College'will continue to
)

place great emphasis upon the identification and solution

of attrition problems.
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